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Lithographs are made by drawing on a flat
slab of limestone with a grease pencil. The
stone is then soaked in water. A roller with
oil ink is run over the stone, and the ink
stays only on the grease drawing. A sheet
of paper is laid on the stone and both are put
in a press to transfer the design from the
stone to the paper. Lithographs are found
on pages 11 and 15.

Henry Ephron

A rt Work

An intaglio is a combination of an en
graving and an aqua-tint. It is a design
which is reproduced from a metal plate upon
which areas have been eaten away by an
acid. Intanglios are found on pages 5 and 32.

Monoprints are made by running an oiled
roller over a smooth, hard surface. The artist
then draws in the print, removing the paint
from these areas. A paper is placed over the
plate and the design is transferred. A mono
print is found on page 19.
-
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The house was not yet quiet. He could
hear the last good-night sounds of the chil
dren and Norm a’
s soft voice answering them.
He imagined her bending over them, the kiss
—a squeal, C hris’
s. Norma had tickled him
before the kiss. Now Tommy and David
wanted tickles. More squeals and finally
Norma’
s last good-night and the firm shut
ting of the ch ildren ’
s door. A pause; steps
into the bathroom, a hesitation before the
mirror—she would be combing her hair—and
the steps out again, down, the hall. She
waited a moment outside his door. The steps
went on into the kitchen, perhaps, or into the
living room. Good, she would not bother
him tonight.
The footsteps returned and stopped again.
He felt the first movement of annoyance in
his genitals. She could and would enter,
making herself comfortable in his study.
Quietly she would begin to draw. The an
noyance rose and thickened. She would sit
there drawing, making those odd figures,
worthless to his knowledge of beauty. She
would do that as long as he worked. And
no matter how many times he asked for cof
fee, no matter how many trips he forced her
to make to the kitchen, she would, before
they retired, have a drawing inked and com
pleted, ready to be sold as it would be sold,
quickly and with much applause. When she
worked in the kitchen or in the living room,
she did two drawings or even three. But that
was better, despite the numbers. He did not
have to watch her.
The door, not completely shut, was gently
pushed opened, his door to his study. She
stood there a moment, her thin arms filled
with drawing things. Without looking at
him, she softly shut the door. He thought of
the children. The annoyance was full now;
he could yet do nothing. She settled herself

into the small, corner armchair. Still not
looking at him, she said, “I thought I would
use you as a model—vaguely, of course.” She
smiled widely, making a joke at him, “
While
you work, if you are going to work tonight.”
Again that vague—blank, it was—wide smile.
Even with a joke, was she joking? Her smile
was the same, ugly and large upon her small
face. He knew her so well, though, even with
the blank ugliness. Certainly, it was a joke.
He watched the small body curled around
the drawing board, her skirt pulled tight,
showing too much leg. In one of his classes
there had been legs like that—slender, but
almost over shapely. He would have failed
the girl had she remained. Then once, long
before, in Japan—a prostitute, sitting at a
table; but he had not been with her. Now
Norma, curled around the drawing board, the
legs, the small breasts, a body totally vacant
of sensuality. He turned to the book on his
desk, and within it the annoyance subsided.
“
David,”she waited for him to look at her,
“
how is Lawrence coming? It’
s by next
week, isn ’
t it, that they want the article?”
“
Two weeks,”he said. Hearing the irrita
tion in his voice, he redeemed himself, “
It’
s
almost completed,”and motioned to the stack
of paper on his desk. Again he looked at the
book. It was a week. She knew that and
that he had not yet begun. But he had made
the statement, and she could not, would not
refute it. She had, however, succeeded in
reimposing herself upon his thoughts. He
could not read, but must look at her, watch
ing her draw. No, she was just going over
the lines, over and over, carefully and slowly
making the penciled lines thicker and thicker.
He stared at them, feeling the thickness of
himself increase. How they had praised her
to him, so spontaneous her drawings were,
so quick . . . the life flow. He would not

Marcella Melton is a junior in education.
She makes her home in Missoula. Mrs. Mel
ton is the author of the first prize short story.
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him coffee. Her hands had slipped; acci
dentally they had seemed to move. She had,
of course, gotten him another print. But it
was inferior to the first, and he did not hang
it. He would give her the bracelet, then.
Heavy and gold, it was. The steps sounded,
but the annoyance had subsided. Excitedly
he waited to exchange gifts.
She entered carefully, the cake plate in one
hand, the coffee cup in the other. He rose
to help her, holding the package in his hand,
but sat down as she closed the door with her
small body. She must have his gift in here
already. She placed the cake in front of him.
She could see the package now, but she did
not look. Gently she set the coffee cup on
the stack of paper. Her large hand moved
away too quickly; the coffee spilled a little.
Again the rising movement of annoyance.
Again the excitement quieted it. He handed
her the package. “
Happy anniversary.” The
small body bent toward him, the large smile,
and then the kiss.
She walked to the armchair and placed the
package on it. From her drawing things she
took a large sheet of paper. He understood
and would not watch her come to him.
“
Happy anniversary, David.” Her hands
gave him the drawing. Again the kiss.
He would not look at the drawing, but
watched her return to the chair and open his
gift. “
How beautiful,”she said, slipping the
heavy gold onto her thin wrist. Her large
hand extended from the gold, the aberration
seeming more grotesque than before. Satis
faction almost quieted the rising annoyance.
He looked at the drawing, then at the coffeewet sheets of blank paper and finally at the
bracelet, made so ugly upon her wrist. He
rose, brushing the drawing to the floor, and
went and stood before her. To have it over
and done with, so strong was the fullness
now. The bracelet was not enough.
Coming out of one bathroom, he heard her
sounds from the other. The bathwater was
running down the drain. She would almost
be finished. He walked down the hall into
his study. He could work now. To have it
over and done with. He shut his door to his
study. Picking up the drawing he did not
look at it, but placed it in a desk drawer.
She would not wear the bracelet, either. Sit
ting at his desk, he looked at the coffeestained sheets of paper. A slight rise of
(Continued on Page 19)

tell them differently. Disgust rose as the
annoyance, at them, at her, at those queer
abstract little gnomes—white pieces of paper
with black lines. Flat, blank they were, no
depth, just lines.
“
Will you get me some more coffee,” he
said, looking at the book. He would not
watch her, this time, uncurl herself, gently
placing the board and pencil on the floor, nor
look at her as she removed the cup from his
desk. He could see her hands, though, too
long, too large for her small body. Aber
rations, like her mouth. He could not stop
them, however accidentally they seemed to
move, from brushing the blank sheets of
paper off his desk and on to the floor.
“Oh, David,”she drew the words out in her
soft, sorry-making voice. She was quicker
than he and had the papers straightened on
his desk, appearing not to notice their blank
ness, while he rose to stop her.
“
For the final copy,”he said, again redeem
ing himself. He looked at her and saw the
smile. He would have it over and done with
now, so strong was the annoyance, but she
turned and walked to the door.
“
Would you like cake with your coffee?”
she asked, making it, too, an apology. Con
trolling the irritation, he accepted the cake
and watched her open the door, gently, of
course. She left it opened so he could hear
her steps. Softly she sounded to the kitchen.
He waited for the returning steps. He
looked at the book and at the blank sheets
of paper. He waited. To have it over and
done with so that he could get to work.
Three children, this house, and she could do
those drawings. She liked children. She
should have more. After twelve years, three
were not enough. Twelve years. Of course.
The joke . . . if he were going to work to
night. But he had not really forgotten. Yes
terday he bought a bracelet, heavy and
gold. Looking for the package, he again saw
the blank sheets of paper. Perhaps he should
not give it to her. But she would have some
thing for him. Last year he had intentionally
given her nothing. It had been evening as it
was now. After he had unwrapped her gift
to him—a Cezanne, an excellent print—he
had apologized—he had to—about not giving
her a gift, saying something about confusing
the date. She understood, she had said. She
had almost done it herself. Later, while he
was still admiring the print, she had brought
-
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the danger
of right
by
Ted Hulbert

On the morning of October 24, a United
Nations Day parade was cancelled in Mis
soula. That morning at City Hall, the mayor
and police had received half a dozen anon
ymous phone calls; the callers threatened
violence should the parade materialize. One
of the anonymous callers offered to throw
eggs at any United Nations marcher. As
news of the parade cancellation spread, a
single University professor decided that there
would be a token observance of United Na
tions Day in Missoula. Borrowing a United
Nations flag, he marched alone through the
city ’
s business district, past the County
Courthouse and past City Hall. His action
was hailed, in a petition circulated by stu
dents, as a signal act of courage.
The threat of violence, used to kill the
October 24 parade, had been used a few days
earlier to call attention to a public showing
of the film “Operation Abolition.” Police
were warned that “
left-wing hecklers”might
disrupt the meeting; armed officers searched
the building where the film was to be shown,
but failed to uncover a Red.
The contrast of these two incidents appears
at first to show simply an inconsistency of
the police powers in protecting a Constitu
tional right of public assembly. But the
contrast shows something more than this; it
shows a far departure from the bases under
lying traditional freedoms; it shows an ex
ample of today’
s increasing climate of doubt
over the assumptions in political philosophy
that were agreed upon when men believed
there were practical benefits to be derived
from unrestricted expression of opinion and
from unrestricted public assembly—regard
less whether those assembling were of the
“
right”or the “
left.” That one man’
s United
Nations Day parade should be seen today as
a departure from the ordinary and as a cour
ageous act shows how far in fact has been
the departure from the belief, once accepted
as commonplace, that any individual could
give expression to any idea at any time.

Beneath this belief was the conviction that
there are no really dangerous ideas, since
that which is true will displace the untrue,
provided all ideas are given equal oppor
tunity in the arena of competition. John
Milton, although his language now has ac
quired the affectations of time, gave eloquent
expression to this idea in “
Areopagitica”:
“
And though all the winds of doctrine were
let loose to play upon the earth, so Truth be
in the field, we do injuriously by licensing
and prohibiting to misdoubt her strength.
Let her and Falsehood grapple; who ever
knew Truth put to the worse in a free and
open encounter?”
Present-day extremists have succeeded to
a considerable degree in displacing M ilton’
s
view (implicit in the First Amendment to
the United States Constitution) with the view
that there are ideas of such danger that they
must be suppressed. The threat of Commu
nism has given weight to the extremists of
the right; the Communist ideology, in the
rightist analysis, is so powerful that it will
prevail over the inherent liberalism of Amer
ican democracy. Consequently, argue the
rightists, Communist ideas must be satisfied,
by whatever methods available.
Such a conclusion is fraught with danger.
Truth itself is stifled, for the extremists bind
up truth with limiting definitions. And if
truth must be defined, so must error. It be
comes necessary to define what is meant by
“
communist;” such definitions invariably
lead to stereotypes, and the use of stereo
types in turn leads inherently to two abuses.
Stereotypes arouse suspicion against inno
cent persons who might fit a stereotype, and
they present an inadequate image of Commu
nism, with the result that Americans are illequipped to answer the Communist challenge
when it presents itself. As an example of
the first danger, anyone advocating public
ownership of utilities can be categorized as
Communistic according to stereotype; there
is an obvious equivocation in the rightist use
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of “
Communist,”for no distinction is made
between simple public ownership (which
does satisfy the broad definition of Commu
nism) and the use of “Communist” to de
scribe the political system of the Soviet
Union. The second danger of the rightist
stereotype is encountered when a Communist
(one in the Soviet sense of the word) points
to the considerable increase in private prop
erty during recent, years in the Soviet Union.
The American trained to think in terms of
rightist stereotypes is then confounded, for
the fact that private ownership does exist in
the Soviet Union runs counter to his stereo
typed image of Communism.
Extremists of the right unfortunately ar
rive at similarly faulty conclusions when they
seek reasons for the potential collapse of the
Communist system. Most popular among
their conclusions is the notion that Commu
nism is atheistic, and that (assuming God
dstroys atheists) this atheism spells its doom.
Communism hardly can be classified as
atheistic; in fact, it offers little else to its
subjects than faith. The Communist P arty’
s
latest pronouncement, the twenty-year plan,
is predicated upon faith, a nearly-blind faith
that “
the present generation will live under
Communism.” It is predicated upon the faith
that Communism w ill “catch up with and
surpass the most advanced capitalistic coun
tries,”in the words of a favorite Communist
slogan. It is predicated upon the faith that
the material dialectic is the ultimate, abso
lute explanation of the human condition.
In their frenzied campaigns of anti-Communism, American extremists give the Com
munists too much credit. Communism has
failed to accomplish its goals, and for this
reason the Communist Party must issue pe
riodic revisions of its theory. This failure
to reach set goals results from the fact that
goals are based upon theory rather than evi
dence; when the Communist speaks of scien
tific research, he means a research which
follows conclusion. First the conclusion, then
the “scientific” substantiation; this is the
economic and political method of Soviet
Communism.
Attempting to create a classless society,
Communism has in fact created a new class
—the Communist Party itself, a minority
whose members control the economy for their
own advantage. Even honest Communists

recognize this fact. The International Com
munist Party of Italy has declared: “
What
the Soviet reality shows, beyond the shadow
of a doubt, is the exact opposite of the Marx
ist version. Stated in brief, it shows a mer
cantile economy, the salary system, the con
centration of power and the exercise of power
politics, a bureaucratic regime that calls itself
democratic and progressive with a proletariat
which has no voice whatsoever because a
proletarian dictatorship no longer exists.”
The greatest political failure of Commu
nism today is its own lack of unity. The
conflicts between the Soviet Union and its
satellite states and China were obvious dur
ing the Twenty-second Congress in Moscow.
The West German weekly Die Zeit saw
the Congress as the beginning of “
the disin
tegration of world Communism.”
The concern of Americans should be di
rected not so much toward Communism as
toward the preservation of the American
system itself. The Communist system fails
to satisfy the needs of the individual, who
stubbornly refuses to be diminished to the
status of a cell in the social organism. Com
m unism ’
s lack of value for the individual as
such points to the chief virtue of American
liberalism. It is ironic that American ex
tremists of the right, in their frenzied antiCommunism, should fail so overwhelmingly
to grasp this very point. The strength of
American democracy always has been its
assertion of the individual’
s intrinsic value,
and of his ability to discern the true from
the false—provided he is given opportunity
to do so. The essential danger of rightist
extremism is that it denies this ability.
Whether American democracy outlives
Communism depends upon whether Amer
icans continue to assert the intrinsic worth
and the sanctity of the individual. There is
still need that we consider John M ilton’
s
timeless plea on behalf of Truth: “
Give her
but room, and do not bind her when she
sleeps.” Many persons today sacrifice their
individual freedom under the persuasion of
men who have lost confidence in the power of
truth. In doing so, they already have lost
what they seek to preserve by struggling
against Communism. This happens easily; it
happens whenever a group of citizens is de
nied the right of assembly. It happened in
Missoula on October 24.
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Poetry
A nita’
s Musings of an Afternoon
by
Melvin Wilk

From my window I see winter
Like a white kitten
Playing on my lawn
Despite the fact my
Handsome aging father posted his
No trespassing sign many
Years ago.

Melvin Wilk wrote the first prize poem,
"A nita’
s Musings of an Afternoon.” H e is a
senior in English and his home is in New
York.

Watching him brush the snow
Off his wooden shingle is a
Source of deep pleasure to me.
It is pleasant to see him quietly thwarted.
I would not stay.
I would go away if I were not
Weak and sick with my thinking
That for all the sad hunger
We are for one another
Nothing more exquisite awaits me
Out there, beyond the lawn
Where the kitten plays.

I Have Spoken in the Dark of Love—for J. K.
I have spoken in the dark of love
“
I love you,”and breathed hot and never lied.
I walked in summer the rocks above
The shore and saw nameless birds arc and glide
In mysterious counterpoint to the even tide.
There have been friends on winter nights
Sharing great wine and cigarettes and strong fidelities
Not expected in the dawn. On family holidays family fights
Were settled by crisp chicken stuffed with praises
For the cook. I loved them all and did my best to please.
Men have admired my courage and honesty:
I have never been afraid to fight
For what I trusted to be deeply right and best.
Yet all of this has failed the test.
There is a margin all unchartered and bereft
Of any meaning. For in all of what time has given to me
There has been nothing of eternity.
8

—

Poem jor My Sister
Autumn is the beauty of the dying
Of a sequence, ravelled and completed.
And it makes no sense denying
That spring requires death: it is all it’
s ever needed
To be spring.
Therefore, go my sister, now is the time
For the red berries of the bush, the yellow flowers of the field
In a few short weeks will be ripened to a wine
That will yield intoxication only to the concealed earth
Moist beneath the snowy leaves.
Why remain with me? I’
m just as faithless
As any red leafed maple. For all the beauty you find in me,
I’
ll die. But there will be nothing in my death resembling
The burning leaf that is blown from the tree
And settles, a spun flounce, on a river coldly leaping
To the sea.
I’
ll be wretched and gasp, my breath will stink
And though I know you’
ll try so hard to think
Of me as sweet, you’
ll be repulsed. My clutching of the sheets,
In trembling fear of that which I measured my life against,
Will make you weep.
Although you are near and I shall not want you to see it
I shall roll my eyes and stare into the fear
That there has been no sequence to my years
And nothing for death to complete but the defeat
Of a heart still capable, but slightly, of a fever,
A quickened beat at the memory of the time.
Go now, my sister, for it is time
For the red berries of the bush, the yellow flowers of the field.
Autumn is the beauty of the dying of a sequence of buds
And leaves and grass, all of which you know the earth will yield
Again, completing always without end.
Walk through the fields and loosen your ribbons
To the wind. The leaves, burnt to every color of the sun,
Are welcome everywhere on the cold water or the moist
Earth or in your upturned palms outstretched in wonderment
And joy.
Autumn’
s like the dying of a toy, which will
Always be replaced. Dance for it and sing to it
And laugh into its face, dance for it and sing to it,
It will always be replaced.
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gentleman jack
Mary Clearman is a senior in creative writing
and makes her home in Missoula.

from recognizing him immediately. His eyes
were steady, and his head was up, and it
changed his whole expression. He never
used to be able to look anyone in the eye.
“Shifty-eyed,”Billy Cass had called him.
“
H ow’
ve you been?”I asked.
He grinned again. He was very attractive,
even with his slightly crooked nose—had it
been broken? I didn’
t know. “Good,” he
said. “I’
ve been in the Navy three years
now.” I must have shown the question in
my mind, because he added, “I graduated, 1
too, the year after you left.”
“
Why, that’
s wonderful, Jack!” I remem
bered Billy again. “
Never been a Krysich
graduated from high school yet. Whole damn
family of outlaws!” Thelma w asn’
t saying a
word. It was almost as if Jack and I were
alone in that vast, crowded room, so far re
moved was everyone else from that year of
entanglement five years ago.
“
My train’
s due, Miss Christy. I can’
t wait
any longer, but I’
m glad I got a chance to
talk with you.”
“
I’
m glad, too.” I stood up. “Oh, Jack—”
I couldn’
t say any of the things that crowded
into my mind, so I held out my hand instead,
and he took it, not as a man shakes hands,
but tenderly, and we stood for a second, hold
ing hands, while around us people began to
snatch up luggage and hurry toward the
metal gates.
,
%•I
“Goodbye, Miss Christy.” He looked down
at me, taller than he had been five years ago.
“
Jack—”
“
Remember?” he said. “‘
Two roads di
verged in a wood, and I—I took the one less
traveled by, and that has made all the differ
ence.’” He touched my chin with his hand
for just a second, smiled, and then he was
gone.
He was lost in the crowd almost at once,
while I stood looking after him, my face sag
ging, feeling hollow.
(Continued on Page 12)

I had been sitting in the waiting room of
the Chicago Terminal for quite some time
between trains, half reading, half listening to
Thelma D anley’
s chatter, and all the time I
had been watching the sailor several benches
away. He looked—oh, not familiar, really at
first, but with the attraction a stranger may
have when he reminds you of something or
of someone.
This sailor reminded me of something at
first, rather than someone. Watching him,
I began to remember the year I had taught
at Sandy Butte, Wyoming, that terrible year
in a town of less than five hundred souls, lost
in the middle of the windy, desolate badlands.
I remembered the brave little high school
with its plate glass windows, and I thought
about Billy Cass again; Billy, resplendent in
gray flannels, a little too beefy about the
rear.
The sailor saw me looking at him, and he
grinned. I began to see something more and
more familiar as he threaded through piles
of luggage and milling people toward me.
When he spoke, I knew who he was.
“
Hello, Miss Christy,”he said. He had the
same smile of the devil, the same beautiful
manners, that I remembered. He seemed
pleased to see me, too, and that wasn’
t really
new, either. Beside me, Thelma was sud
denly silent, her bright prattle broken off
midstream. I thought grimly to myself that
Jack’
s good looks were striking her in much
the same way they had once struck me. So,
Jack, even Thelma Danley of the Philadel
phia Danleys is impressed. Y ou’
ve come a
long way at that, Jack.
“
Do sit down, Jack,”I invited. “
This is
Miss Thelma Danley—Thelma, this is Jack
Krysich, a friend of mine from Wyoming.”
I wondered if he noticed the inevitable hesi
tation before the word “
friend.” It seemed
to me that his eyes changed just a little as I
spoke. Thinking that, I realized what it was
that made him so different, that had kept me
—
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(Continued from Page 10)

far end. You could see the prairie through
the doors, scanty grass, and som eone’
s sag
ging barbed-wire fence, with tumbleweeds
caught against it. That was the whole high
school.
“This will be your room,” Dwight said,
turning the key. “
Your first class w on’
t be
till this afternoon, so’
s to give you time to
go through your desk and get organized.
Poor old Firkin left so sudden that things
are kind of at loose ends.”
I looked into the room. It was bravely
painted peach-color, with big windows—more
prairie, and this time with a weatherbeaten
shack in the distance—the students’desks,
all in orderly rows, and the teach er’
s desk.
It was piled high with grubby papers. Un
corrected themes, I supposed. There was
dust on the papers. I felt a sudden panic,
thinking of poor Firkin.
“
You w on’
t need to correct these,” said
Dwight. “
You can start in on your own—”
There was a sudden crash down the hall,
the sound of breaking glass, and an outbreak
of excited voices, one above the others, loud
and desperate. Dwight whipped around,
scenting the air like an alert beagle. “The
shop!”he exclaimed, and hurried down the
hall. I skittered after him, foolish and un
steady on my new high heels. We came to
the last door on the hall, and Dwight opened
it and strode in. I hovered behind him, look
ing over his shoulder, frightened and foolish.
The room was in pandemonium. There
were about fifteen boys in it, standing here
and there in frightened knots, while the
young teacher strode up and down, fairly
wringing his hands. It was his voice that
had carried down the hall above the others.
“
Y ou’
ll pay for it!”he was shouting. “
You’
ll
be lucky if you aren’
t expelled for good this
time!”
“
Jack again! Drat him!”muttered Dwight,
not to me, but just in general, and I, looking
where everyone else was looking, saw Jack
for the first time. He was standing by the
broken window, one of those beautiful big
ones; completely at ease, lean and tomcatgraceful. Another boy, looking dazed, was
sitting on the floor holding his head.
The teacher turned to us. “Oh, Dwight!
Er—Mr. Marion. That hoodlum, it’
s the last
piece of devilment he’
ll pull in my class!
I’
ve never seen anybody so bent on—on de-

“
Well!”said Thelma with a little gust of
breath. “
Where did you unearth that beau
tiful sailor?”
“
I—I—” I couldn’
t say anything more.
“Elene! Whatever! Why, I believe you’
re
crying!”
“
I am not!”I said furiously.
“
Who is he—besides that name, I mean?”
“
H e’
s just a boy. I had him in school.” I
blew my nose angrily, knowing that had I
been Jack, I could never have approached
Elene Christy with a smile, even in the im
personal surroundings of the Terminal.
“
A good friend?”asked Thelma, now a little
shyly.
“
I don’
t know.” I considered, and added,
to confound her, “
He stole ten dollars from
me once.” Thelm a’
s expression was so comi
cal that I laughed, although I did not feel
funny at all.
He had been a lean, hungry-looking boy
with a triangular, wolfish face. His nose was
a little crooked; he had been about sixteen
then, and his eyes wandered, never looking
straight at you. He lived in comparative
squalor on one of the more distant ranches,
driving into town for school each day in a
rickety truck, but he was always beautifully
neat. That was the surprising part, his fresh
ly trimmed, carefully combed hair, and spot
less, prefectly pressed pants, in the midst of
a crowd of boys who generally looked as if
they had been sleeping in their clothes; yet,
he was the terror of them all.
He was the terror, too, although never
openly admitted to, of the faculty, which was
all male until I came, fresh from normal
school, to teach English. Nobody knew what
to do with him. It was downright unpopular
to hint that Jack might not be pure outlaw—
except with the coach, maybe. Without Jack,
he’
d have been sunk.
I encountered Jack the very first day I was
there, two weeks after school had started,
hired at the last minute when poor old Mr.
Firkin had a nervous breakdown. Nervously,
dressed in my best navy blue and clutching
my purse, I followed Dwight Marion, the
principal, down the hall that first morning.
The prin cipal’
s office was at one end of that
hall, the classrooms were along both sides,
and there were big plate glass doors at the
—
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struction! H e’
s ready to kill himself and the
rest of us with him.”
“
Be calm, Mr. Cass,” muttered Dwight.
“
All right everybody, get to your places.
Alvin, get up off the floor. What happened
to you?”
Alvin got up, still gingerly clutching his
head, but beginning to look cheerful. “Oh,
I’
m perfectly all right, Mr. Marion. Just a
little accident.”
“
Accident!”howled Cass. “
Krysich picked
him up bodily and tried to throw him through
the window. It was just lucky for Alvin that
he had the skilsaw in his hand and that it
went through the window instead of his
head. Might have killed him.”
“
Oh, that’
s all right, Mr. Cass,”said Alvin
cheerfully. “I w on’
t hold nothing against
Jack.”
“
Oh, you w on’
t, w on’
t you! I can tell
you—”
“
Mr. Cass!” warned Dwight. “
All right,
Jack, come along. Do you think you can
keep things under control now?” he added
out of the corner of his mouth.
“
Oh, I think so, Dwight—I mean Mr. Mar
ion,”said Cass unhappily. He looked at me
and blushed. The class, which had been
frozen, stirred as they took up their work
again, and a little flurry of whispering went
through the group, as untraceable as a gust
of wind. Jack walked away from the shat
tered window and over to Dwight and me,
not hurrying.
“
Well, come along,”said Dwight, sounding
resigned.
Jack went out the door, paused, and looked
at me with a brief, flickering glance. I felt
cold, as if under the caged eyes of a wild
thing, and then Dwight looked at me, too,
and I retreated into my room, trying to be
unobtrusive in my high heeled shoes. Surreptiously from the doorway I watched them
proceed down the hall to the office, Dwight
stiff-legged and Jack with his hands jammed
in the hind pockets of his meticulously
pressed trousers. I watched until they dis
appeared through the office door, and then
I turned back into my peach-colored room.
Going over to the teach er’
s desk, I picked up
the first pile of dusty themes, and without
looking at them, dropped them in the waste
basket.

freshman class—twenty of them—and passed
out bright orange literature books called
Literature Can Be Fun. I introduced my
self to the sophomores and passed out more
literature books, this time bright green, and
called Fun With Literature, and all the
time I watched apprehensively for Jack. He
came in with the juniors, the last hour of
the afternoon.
He sat down in the back row, dropping his
notebook under the desk. Apparently he
was no worse for his experience with Dwight
in the office that morning. I stood watching
him, dimly aware of the classroom filling up,
trying to read his expressionless face. Not
expressionless, I decided. It was a careful
face, a mask—a protective mask?
The bell rang. I walked over and shut the
door, feeling a growing dampness in my
(Continued on Page 33)

Carl B ailey’
s House

Jeremy Chapman is a junior in Botany. His
home is in Sherborn, Mass.

We climbed to an old frame house, white
and mean
Against the hill; flagstones and two deep
rows
Of elms called us to the door. The windows
That we looked in showed death and dust
On rotting rugs. Where nails had been was
rust.
Two dead flies lay caught in a broken screen.
A yellow-lichened wall broken by frost
heaves
Lay strewn across the walk. The barn and
shed,
Strangers to the house, stood on paths un
tread
For many years. In a wild fallow field
Drab with barren mullein, tall grass heeled
To frail fall flowers in the thick harsh leaves.
What once was life is death. On this reflect:
Love dies, too, not of age, but of neglect.

That afternoon I introduced myself to the
—
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Poems
On Seeing Slides of Athens
Athens has kittens,
Kittens for sale—
Come ye-Greeks-and-poets-lovers
Come ye lazy temple drowsers;
Athens is selling kittens
with wispy, helpless tails.

by
Laulette Hansen

Prowling in the amphitheatre
Athens has kittens;
mewling round the marble tiers, and long
deserted seats—
Who remembers Sophocles?
(Kittens, sleeping in the Parthenon—)
Down empty rows echoes the tread
of tiny, white-tipped feet.

Laulette Hansen is the author of the second
prize poem, "On Seeing Slides of Athens."
She is a sophomore in philosophy and liberal
arts. Her home is in Fort Benton.

Delphi has a temple where the sun is born
anew;
Lesbos boasts a poetess, and Antioch has two;
And N auplia’
s a harbor where the day runs
blue—
But Athens has kittens
Parading in the Acropolis,
Athens is selling kittens—
with wispy, helpless tails.

To a Poet—for S. R.
Do not run too near the trees
nor lie too long along their horrible roots;
do not dream too long, my son,
beside their fast-singing river.
Do not awake too late to hear
the storms of afternoon:
Do not await to hear the flapping sea-tern’
s
cry,
that flies along beyond deserted brakes
before the coming night.
He has white wings, my son;
lonely wings—
you have none;
and the trees are panting with
the long, hot breath of afternoon.
And it is you, oh river-dreamer,
who will nourish the feasting soil;
it is only your flesh and bones
who do not know how to fly beyond your
dreams.

—
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The old man hobbled stiffly down the
narrow gully, the big horse snorting and
sniffing at his back. They started down a
steep slump and the old man’
s crooked legs
doubled under him as the shale gave way.
He tumbled to the bottom like a rag doll
with the horse rump down on top of him in
a cloud of dust. The animal raised his hind
quarters and stood trembling.
With great effort the man pulled himself
up one of the h orses’
s legs. Hanging onto a
wisp of scraggly mane he rested, calming the
frightened animal in low tones. He slapped
the dust from himself and squatted to pick
up his hat. Carefully he reformed the black
peaked crown, placed it deliberately on his
head and with great dignity went on down
the gully, stiffly swinging one pigeon-toed
foot around the other. His companion trust
ingly dogged behind.
The steep winding gully opened out on an
alluvial meadow about the size of a county
fair race track. Surrounded by steep brokensandstone cliffs it had only two openings,
the gully draining into it at one end and a
nearly vertical drain-off gorge that dropped
downward several hundred feet. The ab
sence of domestic dung and the rank growth
of grass indicated that the meadow had never
been found by cattle or horses. The old man
paused in the mouth of the gully, catching
his breath. He looked at the sun. It had
taken them over eight hours to get here. He
recalled how he had found this lush little
meadow many years before while tracking
a wounded deer.
He led the horse out onto the grass and
dropped his lead. The gaunt animal eagerly
started grazing. His ceaseless search for food
had never yielded such a paradise. The old
man removed a bearskin bundle tied by
thongs to the blanket surcingle. The once
bright riding blanket on the bony old frame

was faded by the sweat of many rides and
matted with the hair of many horses.
Dragging his ride-warped legs through the
thick grass the old man crossed to the south
facing cliff and laid his bundle on a sand
stone boulder at the foot of a scraggly pine.
After viewing the rocky pitch carefully, he
found what he wanted, a small overhanging
ledge about twenty feet above the meadow
floor. Unbroken rock wall jutted up in back
and at one end, while a jum bled slide of
fractured sandstone lay at the other end.
Laboriously the old man ascended the slide,
stepped out on the ledge and stood with arms
folded across his chest. Squinting against
the noonday sun, he looked around the min
iature valley. A broad smile broke the
wrinkles across his leathery face. He was
satisfied.
For the next four hours he labored, moving
stones from the slide area onto the ledge and
arranging them. The sun was an hour from
down when he climbed down to where he
had left his bundle. The horse grazing his
way toward the tree nickered at his presence.
The old man unfolded the bearskin reveal
ing a jumbled assortment of articles from
which he selected a short string of jerky.
Laying it on a boulder he spat on it several
times and pounded it with a smaller stone.
He crossed his legs, sat down and wadded
the meat in his toothless mouth. Slowly he
rolled it between his gums while, hands on
knees, he watched the old horse peacefully
grazing in front of him.
The grizzled grey of the muzzle blended
into the blaze on his face. What had once
been a glossy sorrel coat was now a faded
rust. It clung tightly to a once powerful
frame and sunk between the ribs of the great
arching barrel. The man had raised the
horse. They had made many rides together.
The old man had broken his pelvis two

pride passed this way
After seven years of studying science ( B.S.,
D.V.M.), fifteen years applying science ( re
search and practice) and three years teaching
science, Andy Elting returned to college as a
law student. H e is the author of the second
prize short story.
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years ago and while he mended, his son had
entered the big horse in an endurance ride
from Billings to Miles City. At the age of
sixteen without conditioning or grain, or even
shoes, the big sorrel had led the best horses
from all over the nation. That is, he was
leading at the end of sixty miles when his
son, having reinforced himself at the fifty
mile stop, fell off in a drunken stupor. His
only son, now thirty, who was to have proudly
s head drooped
borne his name. The old man’
in contemplation.
How many times he had gone to town to
bail him out of jail. How many times he had
gotten him jobs, none of which he held for
more than a day. How many times the boy
had stolen their money, their food or any
thing he could sell to buy whiskey. Finally,
he had deserted his wife and children to live
with that negress prostitute in town. The old
man winced, shifted a stiffened leg, and
rolled the cud in his mouth.
And the old horse had been deserted along
the road in the race he could have won.
When the old man, still on crutches, had
found him a month later in a washout near
the river the great animal was nearly dead.
Suffering from an eye infection following
an attack of moon blindness he had fallen
into the wash and had exhausted himself
trying to get out.
The old man packed water and handcut
grass to him for days to nurse back his
strength. Then he broke down the rim of
the hole and led him home to the bare little
hillside pasture. It had taken a week, the
old man hobbling along with the horse dog
ging trustfully behind just as he had into
this steep valley. The faithful animal had
never recovered his sight.
The meat had become soft. The old man
reached in the bundle and picked out a hunt
ing knife with a cracked bone handle. The
blade had lost more than half its width on
countless sharpening stones. He removed the
meat from his mouth, methodically cut small
bits from it, rolled them in his mouth and
swallowed them one at a time. He shifted
himself. He was getting stiff from the long
walk and his labors on the cliff. From the
bundle he drew a long stemmed pipe and a
small drawstring pouch from which he filled
it. Leaning back against the face of the cliff,
he smoked. Beyond earshot a jet liner left

four furling trails of smoke in the clear sum
mer sky. More money than all of the prop
erty and money his people ever had or ever
would have went into building that one plane
mused the old man. He thought of his life
and people.
His earliest memories were of the Okla
homa Territory where his family had moved
after the Battle of the Littl Big Horn. His
father had longed to return to the Montana
hills and prairies and they had started north
late one fall. His older brother and sister had
died on the long bitter trek. They had been
escorted the last six days of the trip by an
army detachment that took them to Fort
Keough. There his father had worked as a
hunter and there as a boy he learned to ride
and hunt.
The old man saw his first buffalo hunt as
though the thundering herd was there on the
little plain before him. He had killed a bull
calf on his first ride. How proud his father
was! He had gone about the camp boasting
to the soldiers and Indians all night.
About a year later his father had killed
an Indian and had fled into the hills near
the source of the Rosebud, not far from where
the old man now sat. He and his mother
had joined him in exile, and his father’
s and
m other’
s relatives soon followed and settled
around them. There followed years of great
freedom for the boy before he became fully
aware of the responsibilities for which his
father trained him.
Game became more scarce with each pass
ing year. It tested the young man’
s mettle
as a hunter. His father had become en
feebled by an old wound suffered in a battle
with Bentine. They didn’
t have enough
money to build up much of a herd of
cattle. Homesteaders, fences, greedy ranch
ers, drought, diminishing game, and the early
death of his wife and daughter from diph
theria, crowded in upon him.
His father died the winter of the bad bliz
zards, happy to die in the Montana hills
where he had fought so hard to make a home.
He followed in his father’
s footsteps as a
leader and counselor. His countless relatives
swarmed in upon him constantly, eating his
food and using his scanty equipment and
animals. He had worked part time for the
big rancher up the Muddy. It hurt, but the
man was kind. He had let him breed an old
17

down on on knee and opened the rawhide
twist, placed it under the off-fetlock, closed
the twist and drew the open end shut around
the other ankle. The horse trembled, but
stood still. He tied one end of the rope to
the hobble and forced himself erect. Then
he pulled the rope through the surcingle ring.
Still talking to the horse he made his way
to the tree and tied the rope leaving about
five feet of slack. The old man looked at the
horse and his eyes moistened. He drew a
deep breath and moved toward him. Re
moving his hat he spun it as hard as he
could against the horse’
s shoulder, simul
taneously emitting a wild cry. The terrified
animal swung away and lunged, throwing
himself in a heap.
Moving as fast as he could the old man
circled the horse as the animal frantically
fought to free his forelegs. Stooping behind
the withers he raised the knife in both hands
until the wildly-flung head hit the ground.
Then he plunged it in the jugular groove and
twisted it. Blood gushed forth and the knife
slipped from his stiff hands. He pushed him
self away and up.
The old horse struggled wildly, then grad
ually calmed he raised his head and sight
lessly looked around, his life flowing down
his massive chest. He gave a muted nicker
and lay back.
The old man felt his own strength ebbing
too. He tottered over to gather up the bear
skin from the boulder. Then he crawled and
clawed his way up the slide and onto the
ledge, pushing the bundle ahead of him. His
body was numb from the waist down and
his breath came in choking gasps. Painfully
he dragged himself into the rectangular cairn
he had built and looked out around him. He
remembered his humiliation when they had
taken his father’
s body from its grave on the
mountain and carted it to town to bury it
in the cemetery. They w ouldn’
t find his
here.
The shadows had moved across the valley
to just below his ledge. He numbly fumbled
through the bundle until he found three
small calf horns filled with colored beaver
fat. With trembling fingers he crossed his
forehead and then his hollow cheeks with
black, then red, then blue. The numbness

pack mare to his beautiful imported stallion.
The get stood before the old man now, blindly
grasping at stems with grizzled lip and slop
ing incisors.
The old man started to get up and fell back.
He couldn’
t straighten his legs. He rubbed
them with his gnarled hands. When he had
gotten too old to pitch hay and work range
cattle with the young men he had leased his
land and hired out for board to herd the
milk cows at the Mission. After he had
broken his pelvis he couldn’
t ride, and his
only horse was blind. He had gone back to
his little shack in the trees and existed on
small game. The income from his lease he
gave to his surviving daughter and his son’
s
children.
He picked up the old knife and drew it
back and forth across the inside of a flap of
the bearskin and thought of his daughter.
She had been a good girl, growing up with
out a mother. The Adventist m inister’
s wife
had taken her under wing and persuaded her
to go to school in town. He didn’
t under
stand their religion any more than he did the
priests at the mission. They were all good
people, but so intent on “
saving”people for
their own notion of after life. His daughter
was due to graduate from nursing school in
the city soon. She would be happy and use
ful. But she was not a son.
The old horse was shifting uneasily, sniff
ing the air. The old man called to him and
he settled down. There was no water in this
little valley after June. He felt vague stir
rings inside his body. His breath stopped
momentarily. Desperately he tried to rise
and finally managed to fight his way to his
knees and then up. Panting, and nearly
fainting, he leaned against the rock wall.
The sun was cut in two on the horizon across
the meadow. He must act.
With effort he bent to retrieve the knife
and slipped it in his belt. Then from the
bearskin he picked out a piece of heavy
twisted rawhide and a length of braided rope.
Slowly he made his way to the right side of
the old horse, talking to him softly. The
animal swung his sightless head and nuzzled
him. He tied the horse’
s forelegs and gently
pushed on his shoulder until the horse moved
his feet close together. Still talking, he got
—
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was progressing up his body. Below him the
old horse was breathing his last with a frothy
snore.
From the bundle the old man desperately
pulled his greatest pride. A thundering noise
like a great pounding of hooves sounded in
his ears as he gazed at the tattered feathers.
The hooves became louder. He bit his lip to
keep from crying out. The buffalo passed.
The old man sank with a sigh into the cairn,
l°ng grey braids falling across the ch ief’
s
headdress.
The sun was gone when out of that dark
ened canyon into the great light above rode
Tom Big Wolf, son of Big Wolf, on a huge
blaze-faced sorrel, after the herd of buffalo.
-

the anniversary
(Continued from Page 4)
annoyance, but that was over and done with.
He opened the book and began to read.
The steps hesitated outside his door. The
door was gently opened. Without looking at
him she entered and softly shut the door to
his study. Still not looking at him she settled
herself into the small, corner armchair. With
the bracelet sounding gently against the
drawing board, she began to ink, to make
the penciled lines permanently thick. He
watched the small, curled body, the skirt
pulled tight, showing too much leg. He felt
the annoyance rise. And the movement was
violent.
19
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Poems
Prayer
Master, remember him (and that means all)
Who, faced with death’
s cold lov er’
s face, must kiss
Himself away, must mouth those lips abyss—

by
William Burke

Man of the faithful grave: beyond the call
For mother or prayer, beyond the light in the tall
Sky, beyond the bone and the soft rain,
Forever to etern ity’
s spaceless plain,
Clasped in a black embrace, the bottomless fall.
Remember him who starts but runs too fast
To find Your face; then grabbing for love on the bone
Clutches, and breaks; finally to love alone
His faithless life, saving the least for last.
Master, forgive the whirling of the heart;
It would be led but soon must break apart.

W illiam Burke is a graduate student in
English. H is home is in Butte.

Bared
For one culled out, times are when stars seem thrown
In ominous confusion, when that black sky
Grows blank and falls far distant and unknown;
And times when winds wail the cavern cry
Of a wounded cat, when dying grasses lace
Their brown and stiffening fingers as they try
To escape the ground; and times when every face
That hurries somewhere else reflects a pale
Indifference. And then the circular race
Seems pointless, and the wish that life would fail
To run its accustomed course is quietly sown;
Then green and budding thoughts turn brown and stale
And silently fade away from where they’
ve grown.
Then one is bared in life—as death—alone.
—
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the death
of judson thompson
Lyle Harris is a senior in Journalism. His
home is in Kalispell.
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Judson Thompson was flaxen haired, hazel
eyed, tall and skinny and carried an air about
him of knowing something that he w asn’
t
telling. He walked with one hand in his
pocket and the other carrying a long weed
which he chewed while he looked no place in
particular. Judson was eleven years old and
really didn’
t care that he was late coming
home from school and that his father would
probably whip him and get mad about any
little thing he did; it just didn’
t matter, he
told himself, what the old man thought for
school was finished for another year and now
he could be free—free at least sometimes
when there w asn’
t haying to be done and
the crops to be planted; he had to care mainly
for the cabbage patch which his mother had
planted that spring when she got mad at the
old man and walked down the road to
Brown’
s farm and went into town and left
the old man and vowed she’
d not return until
he threw away the bottle and promised h e’
d
never touch it again and when he did this
she didn’
t see any point in going back to the
farm without something from the store so
she bought the cabbage plants and Jud got
the job of caring for them and this he hated
so much that h e’
d sometimes throw water on
the old pump engine so it would short out
and then his father would have to come to
start it again; this little trick didn’
t work
after the third time since his father caught
onto it and whipped him. As he walked past
the fence which was supposed to keep the
horses out of the patch, but usually didn’
t
since Jud could never remember to close the
gate and if it w asn’
t closed the horses would
just knock over a fence post and then get
into the patch anyway so it really didn’
t mat
ter what was there to stop them, he threw
his weed contemptuously at the plants and
walked the remaining fifty yards into the
farm yard with his hands thrust deeply into
both pockets.
—

“Go tend to the milking,”his mother said
as she opened the dirty door into the house.
“
Your pa got his hand cut on the wood saw
and the boys just took him to town.”
“
What happened?”
“
He cut his fingers off.” She didn’
t seem
to place must value in the statement but Jud
sensed a tone in his m other’
s voice he’
d never
before noticed.
“
W hen’
d he do that?”Jud asked not certain
whether to be alarmed or to try to console
his mother.
“
Just a short while ago. Clare and Ralph
just took him into the hospital.” He noticed
some blood stains on her apron and that
there were several towels missing from the
open cabinet; it looked as though someone
had just reached into the cabinet and grabbed
what could be grabbed and then ran without
regard for the open cabinet door. He imag
ined his father must have been hurt bad and
that he probably bled a lot.
Since his mother didn’
t seem to want to
talk about it he grabbed the milk pail and
went to the barn. He didn’
t care about the
cabbage patch either.
II
So the four boys, Jud and his two brothers
by birth and Isaac, who was an orphan whom
the Thompsons had given a home, all gath
ered around C lare’
s car and painted it with
shoe polish with everything they could think
of to celebrate C lare’
s wedding to his French
bride. Isaac was a small quiet lad about
Jud’
s age who came to live with the Thomp
sons during the harvest season several years
ago and had remained with the family since
his father, a traveler and jack-of-all-trades,
had died while working on the Thompson
farm when a horse kicked him in the head
as he was shoeing it and then the boy had
no home so he became one of the family and
worked with the other boys; Clare, the old
est of the brothers who was marrying a girl
21 —

to Ralph that he was going to bed so they’
d
think h e’
d been outside all the time.
So as the car entered the lane to the farm
Jud sat up straight and saw that the horses
were in the cabbage patch and he got out as
his father told him to when he stopped the
car and chased the horses out of the patch
and fastened the gate which had come un
hooked; he spat contemptuously at a big
head of cabbage and then went to the house
to get the milk pail.
Charles was born two years after Jud and
was the baby of the family. He was a dupli
cate of Jud, so his mother said, and was given
credit for being the brains of the family
although Jud considered himself to be the
brains of the family, but really didn’
t care
since he w asn’
t certain what the term meant.
The old man cursed when the mother said
she was pregnant again but he finally re
signed himself to the fact and after the boy
was born he was the one who spoiled him
the most. He really w asn’
t spoiled since
there was nothing with which to spoil him
and there w asn’
t time enough between work
and sleep to “
baby” the child—but it was
always contended among the relatives, who
would come to visit if the crops were good,
that Charles was the spoilt one.
Jud and Charles worked w ell together and
played well together.
There was one day sometime last summer,
Jud later recalled after the funeral on the
way back to the farm in the same seat and
the same position as he rode in when he came
back from C lare’
s wedding and found the
horses in the cabbage patch as he did again,
while he and Charles were swimming in the
pond below the farm, which was low in the
fall and considered safe for swimming if the
older boys were along, that he was hanging
onto the back of the boat kicking his feet and
Charles was paddling up front with his hands
hanging over the bow of the wooden leaky
boat that Clare and Ralph had made when
he told Charles he was going to let go to try
to swim. Charles told him he better not
since it was over his head there it ’
d be better
to try it nearer shore but he let go anyway
and he shuddered again whe he thought how
d come to drowning had Charles not
close h e’
stuck a pole out to him so that he grabbed it
underwater as he was going down for what
he knew was the final time and he shivered
as he thought of this for then there would

whom he had met while in the war in France
who had finally come to this country, was
Isaac’
s best pal. It was early in the afternoon
and the reception in the church was still gay
with laughter and the flurry of opening gifts
and all the fuss and bother over each gift.
The old man was standing around talking to
the other men bragging about his son as he
waved his one-fingered hand in the air ges
turing as he spoke. And then they all threw
rice as Clare and his bride left.
It was not so long ago, Jud thought to him
self as he rode silently in the back of the old
car back to the farm after the wedding and
some shopping during which time his father
had strayed into a bar and his mother smelled
his breath and scolded him in the middle of
the sidewalk which all the neighbors were
certain to talk about tomorrow on the 12party line, that he and Ralph were home one
evening when Clare came home drunk and
Ralph sent Jud down to the kitchen when he
tried to get Clare to quiet down and go to
bed. But Clare was talking loud and Ralph
tried to shut him up but the voices grew
louder and Jud could still remember the talk
of the war, the women and how Ralph had
been shot, so Clare said when he was drunk,
by a German peasant when he tried to sneak
out of the village after spending the night
with the peasant’
s daughter which Ralph de
nied and said it was in a battle that he was
wounded and Clare said it was in battle over
a whore and Ralph hit him. Jud waited but
then heard more scuffling and realized Clare
w asn’
t knocked out so the voices continued
with more thrashing around and finally
things quieted down and Jud could hear the
voices again. This time Clare was talking
about a woman in France who was coming
to marry him and that she already had one
of his children whom she would later send
for after they were married and then it would
look as though the baby were a war orphan
and Ralph said he w ouldn’
t tell anyone and
Clare said if he ever did h e’
d kill him. Judson thought to himself he better not let the
brothers know he had heard their conversa
tion so he slipped out the back door and went
out to get his younger brother and Isaac ^ h o
were currying a mare, Molly, which was
about to foal. So he talked with them and
then went back into the house and then he
slammed the kitchen door going in and called
—
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have been two dead in the family instead of
just one.
Charles had not complained about any se
rious illness except that he felt ill and this,
the mother thought, was owing to hayfever;
but when he complained about it one night
and the inhaler failed to relieve the pain and
he cried for hours his mother finally took him
to the doctor in the morning who confined
him to the hospital where he died within a
few days. But it w asn’
t as though it were a
total shock to the family since Charles had
complained for a couple of weeks but his
death was still a blow and since that time
t taken a drink again. The
Jud’
s father hadn’
death struck the mother the hardest who
finally broke down on the way back to the
farm when the old man tried to console her
by saying the doctors did all they could while
he himself had refused to take the boy to the
doctor until he was deathly ill. And Judson
listened then to his parents argue and
watched his mother cry as he tried to think
what it would be like without Charles around
the farm. Now he would have to tend the
cabbage patch entirely alone.
When the autopsy was performed and it
was determined that Charles died of leu
kemia the whole Thompson family was ostricized by their neighbors for fear they carried
a contagious germ.
It was late fall again when Jud was nine
teen that he met Emil Jasperson. Emil was a
traveling man who neither claimed a home
nor actually knew whether he ever had a
home. He was the wandering type who held
few fetishes and who had probably been in
and out of every jail in every state of the
union but Jud liked him because he could tell
stories not only of his travels in the states but
of the travels he had made as a mate aboard
a ship for an Oriental trading line, or so he
claimed anyway. But what Jud liked about
the stories was not the story itself but the
mere fact that this man could tell them and
they sounded like the truth or at least had
proclivities of truthfulness. And the longer
Jud worked with Emil the more he heard of
d not been and the more he decided
places he’
that the farm was no place for him and as he
told these thoughts to his family the more his
father decided it was time to straighten out
the boy and keep him on the farm; his father
—

would have his one-fingered hand in the air
and claim the farm was the only place for the
boy and he was going to fire Emil because he
was a bad influence on the lad who couldn’
t
even grow a good beard so Ralph said; and
then Ralph was married so he w asn’
t around
to argue one way or the other after that.
So Emil was fired, for being drunk the old
man claimed, and he left without even saying
goodbye to his pal Jud who later found out
about it and was ready to leave also except
he had no place to go and very little money.
This was the time in his life, he decided, that
if he was ever going to do anything it would
have to be then so he planned at the end of
harvest season he would pack his grip and
leave.
It was a hot afternoon and Jud was work
ing the field with the old man. He made his
plans to leave the farm as he worked and
tried to decide where he would go and what
he would do—he had no trade, only a high
school education from a country school with
only thirty-four pupils in all the grades and
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w asn’
t certain whether he could really leave
the farm since his father’
s health was failing
and someone had to look after the place and
the parents.
Ill
Since Clare and his wife Monique were
living only a few miles from the homestead
and it was haying season again and Clare had
to be at his farm to care for the place it was
left to Isaac, the youngest Thompson, to take
Monique to the airport to receive the orphan
whom Clare and Monique were supposedly
adopting; but Jud and Ralph knew and nei
ther dared tell anyone they knew nor did
they place any matter on the fact that they
knew for as far as they were concerned they
knew nothing of the matter and would merely
welcome the infant into the family with open
arms and praise Clare and his wife for doing
so noble a deed as adopting a war orphan.
Jud was left at home again with the farm
ing and was cursing himself for not leaving
the farm the fall before as he had planned;
if the old man had not become ill, he told
himself, he would have been away and totally
emancipated by now but then this didn’
t seem
to be his plight in life so he thought. And
with that he would plow from morning till
late evening sowing the winter wheat.
While Isaac drove the old car down the
road to the city where they were to meet the
plane and receive the infant he spoke little
to Monique except to make simple conversa
tion about the countryside and the locality.
When the two arrived in the city it was
evening and since they were hungry they
found a decent hotel, secured rooms and had
dinner. It was strange for both of them—not
to be in town, but to be in town together on
a mission which was supposedly to adopt a
war orphan which was no orphan but actually
Clare and M onique’
s baby and to avoid men
tioning this fact was like trying to avoid
breathing. But Isaac didn’
t know the truth
of the story and Monique didn’
t know that
Ralph and Jud knew and Clare and Ralph
didn t know Jud knew but Jud knew who all
knew.
But Isaac knew later because Monique was
worried about deceiving her newly wed fam
ily and thought she should ask som eone’
s
advice and admired Isaac enough to confide
in him. So he knew the baby was hers al
ready too. But he told her to keep it a secret
since it could do no harm and might be better
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for the child when it grew up. So the secret
remained a secret to every member of the
family in secret, since no one dared tell any
one else they knew. Even the child was
never told and the secret died with the fam
ilyBut before it perished with Jud many times
he thought of the secret as a sordid lever with
which to overbalance Clare and M onique’
s
lives should he desire to do so. Then he
would curse himself for the thoughts and
wonder what Ralph thought.
It was the following spring after Clare and
Monique had their baby at the farm that
C lare’
s parents died. They died within weeks
of each other and both in the living room
sitting in a chair. The doctor said it was a
simple heart failure and they were fortunate
there was no pain for they never knew what
him them; the mother was sitting in the big
leather chair in the living room drinking cof
fee. Monique found her and called the boys
and the old man and then they had the fu
neral and it was all over within a few days
and even the house plants were watered reg
ularly. The old man died three weeks later
while sitting in the same chair reading the
paper by the 100 watt bulb in the ceiling that
he and Ralph and Jud had installed some
seven years before and his head hardly tipped
and the newspaper was still open. Jud found
him when he came home late one Saturday
night.
It was after the funeral while Jud was
driving home that he decided to sell his share
of the farm to Clare and then pack up and
leave and this he did. Since he didn’
t know
where h e’
d go first he went to work for Clare
to finish the haying season and worked with
Ralph. Isaac was taken into the Army as a
draftee a year previous and was unaware of
the parents’deaths until a week after each
funeral since he was serving in Korea.
Jud thought of enlisting in the service be
fore they came to get him but this didn’
t
appeal to him so he stayed out as a farmer.
With the death of his parents Jud not only
found emancipation from the farm but also,
for the first time in his life, encountered a
total feeling of lack of security; always he
had had a home to which he could return and
always while his parents were living he had
a meal and now, especially after he sold his
share of the place to Clare, he had nothing
of this and no outlook for the future. For Jud

it was the first time in his life that he realized
he was Judson Thompson and not “one of the
Thompson boys”as the neighbors referred to
him and his brothers.
Ralph and his wife came to claim their
share of the farm and soon also sold out to
Clare. Isaac, not wishing to return to the
farm, sold his end of the farm and Clare and
Monique had the whole thing and wanted it
badly since they not only had their first
daughter with them but also had their second
child shortly after the old folks died. For Jud
life was beginning to blossom since he had
met several girls whom he once considered
to be mere silly girls and who were now
marriable and quite attractive. Perhaps he
would have suffered the same fate of the
farm er’
s life that Clare and Ralph ended with
had he not been inspired by one young lass
who led him to the state university where
life began anew; she had been his boyhood
sweetheart, his girl friend in high school and
his letter-writing girl when she went to col
lege. Now he decided was the time to pursue
her in full force even if it mean enrolling in
school. So that he did.
And when winter term came he enrolled.
By spring he was not only out of love with
his ex-girl friend but totally confused as to
whether he cared about anything.
IV
Jud worked the summer in the city where
the college was located and found a new life
not limited by harvests, crops and weather;
this was his freedom and he intended to enjoy
every moment of it. And this intention to
enjoy it all brought him to several local bars
which brought him again to Emil Jasperson
whom he failed to remember until the man
opened his mouth and then it all came back
to him.
Emil told Jud he had worked here and
there since the years back when he had been
fired from the Thompson farm and had just
come back through the town where Jud was
working and going to school as a matter of
chance; the man, graying, dirty, profane, and
his teeth were yellow, explained that he was
still a traveler, had added two jails to his list
and was suffering from a communicable dis
ease. Jud, listening and ignoring the rascallion standing before him breathing sour

breath and telling tales as fantastic as the
character himself, thought of the first time
some years ago when he had worked beside
the man and how interesting he had been
then with his stories.
“
What have ya been doin’
?”Emil asked Jud
referring to the past and present.
“
Nothing much, except working here and
there,”he answered guardedly. He felt not
like elaborating nor did he desire to confide
with the man; yet he wanted to talk with
someone, anyone.
So Emil and Jud talked and when the latter
decided to take leave of his friend he found
he had a desire to both leave and remain; he
wanted to talk of his trip from the farm and
of his life and most of all his future about
which he could only guess.
The following day Jud met Emil again in
the same place as he had promised; only this
time the man had on a different shirt, cer
tainly no cleaner than the one of the previous
day, but different. They talked and as the
evening passed from supper-evening into
late-evening they were still talking. Then
they parted and never again met. Emil, so
Jud found out, had fallen, or was pushed or
had slipped, from a boxcar and was crushed
by the wheels of the train. This happened
shortly after Jud had last seen him and was
at a siding about fifty miles from the farm
where he and Jud had met.
But the parting of ways of the two men
meant little to either man since they were
only momentary friends; but Jud could
never and would never forget the time they
talked for this was the first time in his life
he had told anyone his deep innermost
thoughts. When he reflected on it later he
wondered if he had been wise to simply dis
cuss his personal life—he soon dismissed this
from his mind. Emil had told him that it
was time he step into the sunlight and leave
the farm forever and when he left this would
be the finest moment of his life and no mat
ter what happened he should never even con
sider returning to the place.
Ralph came to the city unexpectedly and
found Jud more or less accidentally. When
he went into a market to phone for him Jud
was there.
“
Ralph!”Jud called to him in surprise.
“
Well Kid, I was just trying to get ahold
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of you,” his brother returned. Ralph was
much older looking than when Jud last saw
him and he noticed he walked with a limp
but asked no questions concerning this.
“
What are you doing here, Ralph?” he
asked shaking hands.
“
I’
m on my way to the coast for work, if
I can get it for the winter, and since I was
this close I came to see you.”
So the brothers went to Jud’
s boarding
house and spent an hour talking before it
was time for Ralph to leave and be on his
way.
Ralph wanted Jud to work his farm that
winter and have someone stay on the place
since Ralph had already sent his family to
the coast and there was no one at the farm.
Jud turned this down saying he had to be in
school and that he appreciated the offer but
had to be there. Ralph seemed annoyed by
this and didn’
t really seem to say much more
about it but Jud judged by the tone of his
voice that he was somewhat resentful that
he had turned him down.
Jud for some reason he couldn’
t explain
remembered Ralph best as the brother who
followed him to take baths in the old wash
tub in front of the wood range on the kitchen
floor. It was during the war and there were
baths as long as the range heated enough
water in the teakettles and reservoir which
their mother prepared for the boys to bathe
beginning with Charles, then Isaac, Jud and
Ralph and Clare if there was enough water.
The kitchen was large so the old man usually
hung a blanket over the entrance to the
living room but would have skipped this had
not his wife insisted on it; and then, thought
Jud, this w asn’
t all so bad and Ralph was
always making jokes about it so he enjoyed
the occasion.

ered the way he did when he remembered
the time so long ago when Charles had stuck
the pole out to him when he tried to swim
in the pond below the farm; it was an end
less strain of revival of the old family and
he knew not why.
But life at college kept Jud’
s mind well
occupied and permitted him little time to
question his thoughts—so he passed from one
day to the next like a leaf blowing in the
wind, if there was a wind, and hanging mo
tionless if there was no propelling force and
if there was nothing to concern the leaf it
was unaware of that.
Part Two: The Giant Killer
I
After the Korean truce the first group to
be sent home was Isaac’
s squadron. But
there was one soldier who volunteered to
remain for duty for an additional six months
and that man was the more or less step
brother of Judson Thompson, Isaac.
Isaac had been a hero and was awarded
various medals of honor for his deeds in
battle. He was still the rather soft-spoken
man who cared little about much of anything
except that he w asn’
t ready to return to the
staid life of the United States and a return
trip home via the Orient and perhaps even a
venture to India sounded very good to him.
He applied for this and traveled through the
Orient but skipped India in preference to a
MATS flight to the west coast of the United
States; and when he arrived in this country
again he was not only unsettled but also re
bellious to any routine in daily life. His
main thought was to avoid going back to the
town where he spent most of his life with
the Thompsons, especially since he had no
home there.
So Isaac settled in a one-room flat in San
Francisco for two months and worked in a
back street retail shop but finally tired of
that uneventful life and moved to Wyoming
where he was a drifting ranch hand for two
years at which time he saved what little
money he made and invested it into an old
airplane which he overhauled and flew when
he could buy fuel and parts. But this life of
flying and killing wolves or spraying crops
didn’
t really satisfy him since after awhile

But when Ralph left there was a strange
notion or feeling of estrangement between
the two brothers and Ralph had made some
rather silly remarks, Jud told Isaac, about
going to college when he could be home
making money and doing something that was
useful and really learning something. Jud
heard this before to some degree in a letter
from Clare but ignored it then as now.
And after Ralph left he though about Emil
again and wondered where the man was.
And when he thought about the talk he shiv
—
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this too became routine and lost much of its
thrill; and flying gave him some thrills—
enough so that he nearly killed himself one
day while crop spraying and didn’
t see a tele
phone line until it was too late to go over
and had to fit the plane in between the lines
and the ground and made it only because he
was lucky. This frightened him enough that
he never flew again and made him realize
that he actually had a lust for life and a
desire to find more in life than just thrills.
So this element of fear of ever flying again
left him without a cause of any kind and
once again he slipped into the dull routine
of daily life which he soon rejected and left
the ranches and decided to go to college on
the GI bill under which he had privileges.
After he sold his airplane he traveled to
the university and there met Jud after being
on campus for three weeks.
For the first few months Isaac was there
he and Jud had much to talk about and Jud
willingly told him of the events of his life
since the parents’deaths and how he sold the
farm to Clare and of R alph’
s move to the
coast and why he w ouldn’
t go back to the
farm for Ralph. Jud mentioned that Clare
and Monique had had two more children
since he left and the adopted baby was six
years old now.
Life at college held not just a challenge to
Isaac but also gave him a sense of actually
accomplishing something in life rather than
merely living from day to day as had as a
ranch worker. But the challenge diminished
as he discovered his desire to learn increased
and he looked upon the work as pleasure
rather than actual work. When he kept him
self separated from the local taverns he made
high grades and when his liquor life in
creased his scholastic life decreased in merit.
It was about five o’
clock one morning after
a party at Jud’
s flat when Jud and Isaac were
talking and killing time that Jud and Isaac
for the first time since they met again man
aged to talk personally and for Jud it was an
old subject. Both their lives of what they
were doing and where they were going was
a question since they felt a mutual rejection
of the farm life yet had established no new
hold on life other than being away from the
farm and in the university.
“
I can’
t say I really fit into this life very
-27 -

well at college. It’
s far better than traveling
around the country just killing time and do
ing nothing special but then again I keep
asking myself, ‘
where am I goin g?’
,” Isaac
said slowly.
“It really doesn’
t matter so much where
you’
re going right now does it?” Jud said,
“
but it is important that you are going and
that you at least have a goal in mind even
if it is just to graduate.”
“
Y ou’
re right. It is at least some goal. I am
going toward it but it is so minor and means
so little that I still feel like the times when
I was crop spraying and I’
d see the ground
a few feet below me and hair would stand up
on my back as I’
d just miss fences and tele
phone poles and when it was over I’
d feel
relieved but the accomplishment was only
momentary and tomorrow there’
d be another
field to spray.”
“
But then why should you really cool off?
Why don’
t you just continue to divert your
energy into studying and use it for some
thing of your future? Maybe, of course, and
it’
s certainly true, I can’
t really look upon
your life as your life has been—I was con
sidered important to the country as a farmer
while you were fighting,”Jud said and then
wondered why he was even saying this when
he himself was still going someplace but
didn’
t quite know where. It was, he thought,
like two men lost in a tunnel and both think
ing they see a shaft of sunlight up ahead
which could be their freedom and they both
dash for it but the obstacles increase as they
near the light like trying to awaken from a
dream in which one is partly awake and
partly asleep.
And Isaac looked at his more or less step
brother and wondered why he saw in him
the same person that he saw in himself when
he first risked his life in Korea to save a
buddy. It seemed to him that the past,
present and future were all rolled into this
setting as he and Jud talked but he really
didn’
t know why nor did he particularly care
since he couldn’
t see that it made much dif
ference to care.
“
I keep telling myself,” Isaac said, “
that
life holds only those things of the immediate
and if I can’
t be happy for the moment then
I can never be happy; but what I have dis
covered from this attitude is simply that I

husbands when they finally grew up. If they
only didn’
t have to be twelve and thirteen be
fore becoming men, she thought, how nice
they’
d be. And then she felt a pity for fat
men so she decided when she was thirteen
sh e’
d marry a very fat man just to make him
happy; but at her age fat boys were repulsive
to her, so she told her mother when she sug
gested she dance with the schoolteacher’
s son
at the sixth grade graduation dance, and she
didn’
t see how they could be so nice when
they were grown up. Her Uncle Ryan was
fat and she liked him very much despite the
fact that she thought he was silly sometimes.
There was the time, she remembered, when
he danced with her at a picnic and they won
a dancing prize and she was so proud to be
with him —that’
s when she decided sh e’
d
someday marry a fat man; but then that was
sometime ago.
When Veda came to the university she was
yet thunderstruck by her first and only love,
so she told her mother when she went away
from school, Rodney. But since Rodney was
a year older than she and had gone to a year
of school and was a little more reluctant to
“
settle down,”as he called it, she discovered
her true love was not so true and that soon
she was not only dating several boys but
couldn’
t care less about Rodney who asked
her to go out some weeks ago and she had
taken the pleasure of being so sweet to him
and then flatly turning him down but gave
him the usual, so she said was usual for fools
and characters, “
call me again”line so she
could have the fun of telling him no twice—
but he didn’
t call again so she missed the
opportunity and then she met Isaac and life
began anew.
Isaac entered history class as he always
did with his books under one arm, his cloth
ing neat and pressed and his eyes taking in
every bit of action about him yet saying
nothing and giving nothing of his character
by word and this “
mystery”man was the one
Veda combed her long blonde hair for and
the man whom she considered most eligible
to lose his bachelor status if she had any
thing to do with it. And when she saw his
bare left hand she thought and wondered if
she would someday buy the ring for that
finger third.
When she discovered Isaac, which was

am never happy with my momentary goals
because there is still tomorrow. It is still
like crop spraying—when I finish one field
there is another tomorrow and then there is
one after that. It is like dope, I guess, and
when I finally left flying, after damn near
killing myself, I was like the user without
a kick. And I still feel the urge to get behind
the stick and go as high as I can and then
drive straight into the earth just to see how
many pieces the plane will break into. And
I picture myself after the wreck, if there is
anything left to picture, and I watch my
relatives to try to see their faces and hear
their voices saying that I never amounted to
any more than a half-ass pilot who could not
face life after all; and then I’
m glad I quit
flying. But now and then I still want to
do it.”
So Jud listened and then it was quiet. “
Is
life for you or for me something only of the
moment or do we live beyond the moment
and that moment in which we live is really
a moment we always look forward to and the
thing for which we live. Was flying tomor
row your reason for flying today so that you
would have tomorrow to look forward to?
But what the hell, Isaac, it really does not
matter so much because the answer, should
there be an answer, will provide itself—at
least it will probably come and w e’
ll realize
it sometime after it has come.”
“
And until that time I’
ve got to go right
on knocking over windmills and seeing how
long I can combat myself just for the hell of
it and nothing more. It’
s all so damned much
nonsense; not even caring except that some
time you have to care because you’
re part of
it and maybe that’
s why you care.”
II
For Veda Loring Lancing life began at
twelve when she was first taken to a movie by
the neighbor boy and from then on boys and
shows and dates, usually only one per week
since her mother felt she should be some
what limited and her father, had it been his
way, w ouldn’
t have let her go at all if her
mother hadn’
t intervened, were the main diet
of her life. But dating soon lost much of its
fun to her when she discovered that she was
too young to attract boys very old and the
boys her own age she considered to be of
little value in life other than for prospective
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mainly the act of taking her eyes off the tall
fellow sitting two chairs down from her in
the next row, she decided then and there
without further ado to capture this creature
before he was recognized by somebody else
and taken alive. In order to do this she first
trailed him from history to his psychology
class and then lost him till the next day since
she had philosophy at the same hour. And
the next day she managed to come late to
class so the only chair easy to reach without
disturbing the class was the one adjacent to
Isaac on which he usually laid his looks and
this day she found the seat most comfortable.
When she borrowed a pencil from Isaac, who
didn’
t seem to notice her she later told him,
she was certain his brown eyes matched hers
exactly.
From that day on Isaac began to notice
Veda in the halls and in his history class and
at places h e’
d never before noticed anyone
in particular.
Ill
But for Jud no woman could occupy his
mind for any length of time. He was still,
he said to Isaac, that country boy looking for
a new home. He thought he felt like he was
in a kind of mental vertigo he confided to
his more or less step-brother and Veda one
day.
When once Jud met Isaac again his first
question was about the blonde and Isaac’
s
answer made him shudder for fear some
woman could and most likely would someday
change him into a mild-mannered fellow the
way Isaac changed because of Veda. But it
seemed better when Isaac said she was what
he needed and she reciprocated.
Jud envied him when he was alone since
the apartment got somewhat more colorless
the second year and with the approaching
third year he thought of it as a jail rather
than as his home but it was the only home he
had. So when on time in late spring Isaac
announced his engagement to Veda Jud once
again even more shut off from life than ever
before, not because Isaac was marrying Veda
but simply because Isaac had “
given in”and
it became increasingly difficult for Jud and
Isaac to talk since Jud was still on the out
side world and Isaac had found himself not
in himself but in Veda and at last he was a
little more complete which puzzled Jud con

siderably when Isaac told him that. Al
though Isaac still had a desire for excitement
in life he now aimed his life toward more
practical matters and even studied for work
abroad so his activities would keep him in
some phase of adventure—but he never actu
ally settled down in life.
He had to keep doing something which
involved chance and excitement even after
many years of marriage. Veda said he once
tried sports car racing in Italy while they
were there and was nearly killed and from
that went to big game hunting in Africa; but
she said she was never sorry she married
him because he was what she needed too.
And Jud watched the summer go by and was
best man at their wedding in the fall.
Part Three: The Death
I
Jud remained away from school fall term
in favor of an adventure alone into Mexico.
He hitchhiked to Mazatlan, spent two months
and returned to school for winter term. He
said little about his adventure. Before he
left he said the trip was simply so that he
could get away to relax and to think about
what he wanted to and just live without hav
ing a schedule. When he finally returned,
in time to spend Christmas dinner with Isaac
and Veda, he was just as reticent as ever
except that suddenly he seemed to be less
concerned about the world and when Isaac
questioned him he discovered that there were
few things Jud cared about and that he no
longer spent long hours pondering his loca
tion in the traffic of life—and Isaac told him
it was about time he settled down and acted
more like a human rather than like a modernday Socrates.
When spring was hot and on a weekend
of no special nature Clare and Monique and
their family came to visit the men and to
meet Isaac’
s bride. Isaac had written to his
more or less step-brothers of his engagement
but owing to the harvest season Ralph and
Clare could not come to the wedding. So
when Clare and his family arrived it became
a special weekend.
Clare mentioned to Isaac that he saw no
purpose in Jud’
s running off to Mexico. He
ought to be in school to get it over with so
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he could get back home and earn “
honest
money”he said.
Ralph and his family came through the city
a week after Clare and his family were there;
they could stay only a few hours since they
were returning to the farm they had leased
which Jud w ouldn’
t take two years back.
And the reunion was like a pain to Jud to
see that Ralph had led a life that he himself
nearly wound up living; but as he thought
about it he wondered if R alph’
s life with his
farm hadn’
t at least wrought him life in its
barest essence without distortion from in
volved human feelings like those Jud felt.
But he dismissed this idea from his mind with
a silent “
to each his own”smile and played
with the children while talking old times
with his brother. It was indeed a happy re
encounter for Isaac and Ralph too. It had
been three years since they last saw each
other and in that time, the most important
three years of his life Isaac told Ralph, they
had all undergone changes and had suffered
things unimaginable some ten years back
when they all gathered around the Thomp
son dinner table after a long day of harvest
ing. Then Ralph and his family left. Jud
watched the car drive out of sight and as he
stood there through his mind for a brief mo
ment he still saw that lone American stand
ing beside a highway in Mexico near nowhere
but only where he had been deposited by
some traveler like the discarding of a ciga
rette butt and the man waited as he saw a
car coming down the hill in front of him and
he stuck out his thumb and then turned to
watch the car speed past him as though it
hadn’
t even acknowledged his presence—his
existence—and then he was alone. Soon it
grew dark on the road but the sun was not
fully down yet before at least a dozen cars
passed the long man who walked up and
down his highway watching his hill and then
seeing another car approaching and frantic
ally signaling it to stop and take pity on this
lone man facing the sky, the road, the day
and night and the man was ready to shout
to the driver that he’
d have to stop, he must;
the man wanted to cry, to dance, to sing,
yell, run, die, pray. But the car passed and
as it did, before it actually reached him, he
didn’
t care what it did for then the road washis, was his and so was the sky, the hill, the

land and no one, no one at all, could take it
from him or him from it and then another
vehicle came and he waved to it but if it
didn’
t stop he didn’
t care because if it went
by there would be another and if that one
passed there would yet be another.
II
After graduation, prior to which he was
granted a fellowship, Jud spent a year doing
nothing but reading, writing and living as he
wished in a small flat in Mexico City—it was
small, cheap and comfortable—and there
wrote his first successful essay entitled, “
The
Dawn,”which was published in a small midwestern literary magazine for which he re
ceived $25. And with this inspiration he
wrote a rather long short story which was
flatly rejected by three magazines but after
much re-writing was finally accepted and
acclaimed by an unknown midwestern book
reviewer as a “
great study in personal con
flict between living to die and living to live.”
Eventually the story was read widely enough
that he received a few letters of praise from
other would-be writers who had yet to pub
lish even a classified ad.
A year later, with the publication of a
thrice-re-worked essay on death, Judson
Thompson finally attracted the critic’
s pen
of a large eastern newspaper reviewer who
commented that “
the young man has poten
tial.”
Though certainly earning no money from
his writing, which Ralph pointed out more
than once, and having little time to concen
trate on it during graduate studies he felt a
type of triumph in his life; at times he felt
as he had eleven years before when he had to
tend the cabbage patch alone after Charles
died and he thought his whole life enternal
was wrapped into just the one task of water
ing, weeding, and cultivating the plants. And
now he was watering, weeding, and culti
vating his writing and, so he wrote Isaac, he
felt as though he were gaining little more
now than then.
A short story, “
Death of a Tramp,” con
cerning the life of a man who considered life
to be little more than one m om ent’
s thought
tied to the next m om ent’
s thought in relation
to the past m om ent’
s thougth and so on until
the tramp died without adding to or sub
tracting from life but only filling a void in
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the horizon of humanity like Jud’
s cabbage
plants were fertilized, cultivated, watered,
picked, eaten, digested, excreted, and forgot
ten, then left out of life as though they had
never even existed, was very successful and
brought Jud some small notice from minor
literary magazines. And then it was summer.
They all talked about it. Isaac called Clare
and he contacted Ralph telling him Jud was
dead.
“
Dead,”Isaac said over the phone. It was
a hollow word.
Judson was visiting friends at a mountain
home when it happened. He and a friend
were strolling slowly along a mossy path
overlooking a small lake. They were only
thirty or forty feet above the water and rocks
walking on a well-trodden path on top a small
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cliff talking in quiet voices when Jud slipped
and fell to the rocks below; he didn’
t even
cry out.
“
His death was without reason, cause,
meaning, or purpose,” the friend wrote to
Jud’
s brothers. First he was life. Second
he was death. It was as simple as that.
Clare and Ralph made the trip to the city
for the formalities of their brother’
s funeral,
as Clare later described the event to his wife,
while their families stayed on the farms to
do the chores. Isaac lived in the city and
attended with Veda.
Jud was buried and the brothers returned
to their homes.
It was late when Clare got back. He
opened the door into the back porch, grabbed
the milk pail and went to the barn.

An old wom an’
s holey sweatered arms clutching:
Packages, boxes, cans:
Bulging sacks overflowing with wilted leaves of lettuce:
Last w eek’
s rotting newsprint wrapped around over ripe
moulding tomatoes.
An old wom an’
s weighty load being carried through
the rotting gray slush:
Shoes old and too large follow her shapeless
skirt along the dirty sidewalks:
A helpless shaggy shawl soaks up the constant rain:
The rain that rots the ice into slush and soddens the
long, narrow alleys.
An old woman humbly shopping,
Picking through the wet garbage in the alleys behind
the busy, lighted supermarkets.
Fortunate shoppers look the other way and drive off,
Splashing the rotten gray slush across the gutters and
up onto the already dirty sidewalk.
Mistress alley shopper glances wistfully through the
gray cold rain,
And tries to remember how pride feels . . .
Her lips set in a determined way:
Forever sucked in over toothless gums
And drooping at the corners in a too real,
permanent frown.
An old woman trudging homeward through the rain:
Her swollen, veined legs aching at the knees from
the rain and cold:
The holey sweatered arms clutching:
Packages, boxes, cans:
As a listless leaf of lettuce escapes from the bulging sack and
flutters forgotten to the ground.
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gentleman jack
(Continued from Page 13)
palms, and walked back to the desk, facing
the class. “
I am Miss Christy,”I began, as
I had to the freshmen and sophomores, and
then I stopped, seeing that Alvin was sitting
across the hall from Jack. He was grinning
meaninglessly, sprawled in his seat, red hair
awry.
“
I hope—”I began again, lamely, and then
there was a little disturbance, undefinable,
rising from the back of the room. Was it
Jack? He was sitting quietly, his face un
changed. This w on’
t do, I thought. None of
this let’
s-be-friends nonsense in here. “Si
lence!” I said. Surprisingly, there was si
lence.
I walked over to the stack of textbooks
and picked up the teacher’
s edition. All the
faces turned to follow me over and follow
me back to the desk. I dropped the book on
the desk with a mild thud. It was blue this
time, entitled Adventure In Literature.
“
I do not know,”I said grimly, “if you will
find this year adventuresome or not.” Then,
before anyone could look at Jack for a lead,
I snapped, “
Alvin, if you please! Pass out
the books!”
The hour passed in a daze. I saw it as a
quickly changing kaleidoscope; Alvin re
spectfully going up and down the aisles with
an armload of blue books, scared eyes around
the classroom, myself grim and ramrod-erect,
and Jack sitting quietly, watchful. There
was absolute silence. Silence everywhere,
except for my voice, taking a first roll, giving
first assignments. The bell rang, and I dis
missed. The room cleared, and I sat down
limply. Outside the door I could hear a burst
of excited, indistinct conversation as the students scattered.
I reached for a record file and sat staring
at it for awhile. Then I heard someone at
the door and looked up. It was young Cass,
the teacher I had seen in the shop that morning'
“
Hello!” he said.
noon?”

“How was your after-

I laughed. “
Do you want that in ten easy
f! words?”
He smiled a little shyly, sitting down in one

of the front row desks. “
I’
m Billy Cass. I
guess we met this morning.”
“
I guess so,”I agreed. “
Does that sort of
thing happen often around here?”
Billy blushed, rosy under his blond hair.
“Oh, not so terribly often. Things only get
awful when I get into a rage. I simply can’
t
control myself or anyone else when I get so
furious.”
I hesitated a second, then asked, “
Who is
this Jack?”
“
Krysich!” said Billy with a vehemence
that shook his well-groomed, slightly plump
person. “
Troublemaker!” Then he calmed
down. “
Did you have him in class this after
noon?”
“
Yes. He didn’
t do anything today, though.
He just sat there—sat there and looked on.”
“
Wait till he gets things sized up!”Billy
laughed. “
You must have made quite an
impression. 1 met some of the juniors in the
hall, and they were still glassy-eyed. You
better hope they stay that way. Things have
been going from bad to worse for me ever
since I’
ve been here, and that’
s three years
now.”
“
Yes, but Jack!”I insisted. “
Is he so bad?”
“
H e’
s always up to something!”said Billy
bitterly. “
From broken windows to—to I
don’
t know what. Always either an accident
or you can’
t prove he did it. The worst of it
is, he’
s smart enough to figure out devilment
the rest of them would be too dumb to ever
think of. They go along with him just like
a bunch of sheep.” Billy paused and sighed.
“
You couldn’
t believe how dumb some of ’
em
are.”
“
Jack—”
“
The rest of ’
em are scared to death of him,
though. Y ou’
ll notice that. They hardly
make a move without his say-so. He rules
the whole roost. The only one that can han
dle him is Dwight, and I think it’
s almost a
stand-off with him. You notice D w ight’
s
never too tough on him.” Billy stopped for
more morose reflection. “
And it’
s worst of
all with me. Everybody else has him under
control most of the time, all but me. With
me, he’
s raising the dickens most of the time,
and naturally all the rest of them cut up,
too.”
“
How about that grinning Alvin?”
“Oh, A lvin’
s not so bad. Just dumb. He
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follows Jack. But that blasted Jack! Shiftyeyed. You notice that? H e’
ll never look you
in the eye.”
“
Yes,”I said thoughtfully. “
But you say
he’
s quite bright?”
“
Oh, bright enough. Bright enough to
think up trouble. But he’
ll never get any
where. Never been a Krysich yet graduated
from high school. Whole damn family of out
laws.” Billy brooded over this for a moment.
“
Sly as foxes. But I’
ll catch that kid in some
thing he can’
t squirm out of yet.” He sat
there, despondent in his gray flannels. Then
he brightened. “
Thank heaven four o’
clock
always gets around. How about going down
town for a cup of coffee? My car’
s out
front.”
“
I’
d like that,”I said, eyeing him. I had a
notion that eligible escorts w eren’
t too plenti
ful in Sandy Butte. “
Wait till I get my coat.”
And so that year began, and so it began to
pass. During the days, I taught class after
class and steeled myself for three o’
clock, and
at three o’
clock Jack came in with the rest of
the juniors, ever silent, ever watchful. Noth
ing dreadful happened, although I watched
apprehensively for an outbreak of some sort.
Jack handed enough assignments to pass. His
work wasn’
t particularly good, but then no
one’
s was outstanding. Apparently poor Fir
kin had been slipping for some years.
On weekends and during the evenings I
saw a great deal of Billy. We drank coffee
together in the crowded little cafe on Main
Street, chaperoned school dances, and took
tickets at the ball games, where everyone—
except Billy—loudly cheered for Jack Kry
sich. Billy just couldn’
t bring himself to
shout, “
Rah, rah, rah, Krysich,”even during
the game that Jack made eight touchdowns.
Actually, I rather enjoyed B illy’
s company.
He always dressed well, and spent his money
generously. He liked to talk about books, but
strictly about the books, not about the subject
matter.
Eventually spring came. The juniors were
confined to American literature, and we
had progressed through Benjamin Franklin,
Cooper, and Emerson on through Hawthorne
and Twain. The last part of the book was
devoted to poetry, and tucked in between
Robert Service and Carl Sandberg were a
couple of poems by Robert Frost.

“The woods are lovely, dark and deep.
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.”
We read, and the kids protested. “
It all
rhymes with the same word,”argued Betty
Frizzel. “
It oughta go like this. You know.”
She read from her textbook,
“
I wanted the gold, and I sought it;
I scrabbled and mucked like a slave.
Was it famine or scurvy—I fought it;
I hurled my youth into a grave.”
“
Like that. That rhymes different. And I
that says something,”she wound up trium
phantly. I gave up, and tried the other Frost
poem. We came to the last lines:
“
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.”
“
Well, who wants to explain what this
means?”I asked, hoping no one would object
to its having five lines instead of four. I was
finding it hard to concentrate that day, be
cause that was the day the letter from Phila
delphia came. I kept seeing it lying there
on the table at home, the crisp type saying
that there was a job waiting in Philadelphia,
and the chance for graduate social work.
And there was Billy. I thought about Billy,
and the letter, and wondered why the editors
had bothered trying to present Frost, instead
of sticking to Service. Everybody in the
class liked Service. Then I swallowed my
yawn abruptly, because for the first time all
year Jack Krysich raised his hand.
“
Jack?”I said, blinking.
He shifted in his seat, looking off to one
side of the room, his eyes flickering here and
there. “
Everybody’
s different,” he finally
said. “
I go a different direction from you
or from—” his eyes swept the room con
temptuously. “
And if you go the way most
people don’
t go, that makes you different.”
“
Do you do it on purpose?”I asked, hoping j
he would go on. His eyes moved over me
and away again.
“
No,”he said finally. “
It’
s the way you’
ve
got to go. It’
s set up for you.”
I waited, but he fell into his sullen silence,
closed into himself, his face expressionless.
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“
All right,”I said resignedly. “
For Monday
a paper—|
The assignments given, the class filed out,
and Jack with them, his face a mask. I pulled
over the first pile of freshman themes and
started to read, red pencil in hand. For a
few minutes I couldn ’
t concentrate. My mind
kept running back to Jack and his “
different
direction.” Then there was the letter at
home, and there was Billy. I was thinking
about Billy when he popped in.
“
Oh, Elene! Do come over and see the
Shakespeare I got in the mail! Remember,
I told you I was ordering it!”
“
Your gilt de luxe?” I put aside the theme
and closed my grade book.
“
That’
s right
Oh, it’
s beautiful, a real
collector’
s item!” He stopped, looking at me.
“
How was your afternoon? Pretty terrible?”
“
Oh, not so bad. I—” I broke off. There
was no point in trying to tell Billy about
Jack.
“
What?”said Billy, and then without paus
ing, “
if there were a better place to teach,
believe me I’
d quit this town. But I couldn’
t
stand the kids in a bigger school. They’
d all
be like Krysich. No controlling them.”
“
Do you really think so?” I tried to imag
ine a classroom filled with thirty Jacks, half
in amusement.
B illy’
s mind was back to his Shakespeare.
“
Do come on! It’
s two volumes, you know,
and the end papers—like satin!”
I followed him to the shop, stepping over
the wrapping papers he had scattered in his
eagerness, and exclaimed over the books he
handed me. It was a lavish set, all right,
leatherbound and trimmed with gilt. The
pages were thick and glossy, and it cost, Billy
said, fifty dollars.
“
Well, my themes aren’
t getting done,”I
said, running out of superlatives at last.
“
And I’
ve absolutely got to get them handed
back tomorrow.”
“
Oh, Elene, don’
t hurry away. Hang the
miserable themes!” He looked so woebegone,
and after all, he was good-looking except for
the tendency toward plumpness. I stifled
the thoughts that arose in my mind. After
all, it w asn’
t so important, perhaps, that he
wasn’
t an excellent teacher, or that his quest
for culture was a little—“Oh, really, I’
ve got
to be going,”I said.

“
I’
ve been wanting to talk to you,”he said,
his face shining with earnestness. I edged
toward the door, a little uncomfortable, and
surprised at myself, for I had been expecting
it. B illy ’
s words spun out rapidly.
“
All this year I’
ve enjoyed your company
so much. It’
s made things bearable in this
godforsaken town.”
“
Thank you,”I murmured. I looked over
my shoulder, half-expecting Dwight Marion
to come in with a sheaf of papers, or perhaps
Alvin hunting his notebook. Billy was so
sincere that I couldn’
t bear to look at his
face, all drawn up with effort.
“
Elene, couldn’
t we be more than friends?”
“
But this is so sudden,”I said lamely, think
ing wildly. After all, what was really the
matter with Billy? It would be so simple to
smile now, and the future would be certain.
Before I could grope for any more answers,
a door slammed down the hall.
It was my door. I don’
t know how I knew,
but as I heard it, something passed over me,
and I ran into the hall, leaving Billy standing
foolishly. He recovered, though, and fol
lowed, so that both of us saw a boy disappear
through the glass doors at the end of the hall.
It was Jack Krysich.
“
Hi, stop him, he’
s been up to something!”
shouted Billy, and he ran a little way
down the hall after him. Then he stopped.
“
W ouldn’
t do any good, if I did catch him,”
he said apologetically. “
Anyway, he can run
faster than I can.”
I started for my room, wondering what
Jack had been “
up to,”and remembering the
class that afternoon. Maybe Billy was right
and Jack was an outlaw, and was that any
reason why I should disagree?
Billy was trotting behind me. “
At least,
we both saw him. If he got into something,
we can prove it was him, for once.”
“
Maybe he didn’
t do anything,” I said
shortly, but then I knew I was wrong, be
cause we were at the door of my room, and
there was my purse lying open on my desk.
“
Is anything gone? W hat’
s missing?”
“
How would I know? I haven’
t looked,”I
snapped. Billy looked hurt, and I picked up
the purse. The coin purse, too, was open,
and a ten-dollar bill was gone.
“
Well?”
“
Ten dollars missing,” I said reluctantly.
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I twisted the little black faille coin purse in
my fingers, wishing that I had never left the
wretched thing in the room, never given Jack
a chance to steal from me. My mind kept
harping back to that slammed door. Why
had he given it a bang that could be heard
through the whole high school, when he could
have slipped out quietly? Maybe I would
never have known that it was Jack who had
been in the room.
Billy was all but rubbing his hands.
“
W e’
ve got him now! All the years I’
ve
taught here, he’
s never slipped up like this.
D w ight’
ll have to crucify him this time!”
“
Does Dwight have to know?”I said thick
ly. My head was throbbing. Billy stared
at me.
“
Are you using your head? Of course
w e’
ve got to go to Dwight! What do you
suppose Jack’
ll think if we don’
t? He knows
perfectly well we saw him. H e’
ll think w e’
re
scared of him.”
“
Well—” I wished that I could think clear
ly. “
Why did he take such pains to be
t have to slam that door.”
caught? He didn’
“
Everybody slips up once in awhile. His
batting average’
s been too good.” Billy
chortled. “
But he missed the train this time.
W e’
ve got him cold.”
“
But—oh, I don’
t know.” And I really
didn’
t know; didn’
t know why I drew back
from accusing Jack, why I wanted to defend
him. Just because he liked one of F rost’
s
poems? I was being silly.
Billy patted my hand. “
I know how you
feel, Elene,” he said sympathetically, “
you
don’
t want to be hard on anybody. But be
lieve me, you’
re wasting your feelings. A
kid like that doesn’
t have a thought in his
head, except mean ones. Sometimes I don’
t
think they have any feelings.”
It’
s the way you’
ve got to go. It’
s set up
for you. I could hear Jack’
s cold defensive
voice above B illy ’
s arguments, drowning
B illy’
s persuasive words. I go a different
direction from you or—was that the expla
nation for his elaborate grooming, his perfect
manners; always ready to hold a door in a
school where for the most part it was devil
take the hindmost? I didn’
t know. My head
ached.
“
Don’
t you see? If he gets away with this,
he’
ll never amount to anything—not that

he’
s got much chance as it is, but it’
s the
principal of the thing. Think about the fac
ulty. If he carries this off without a word
from us, nothing will be safe. Y ou’
ve got to
think about this, Elene.”
“
Yes,”I agreed tiredly. What was Jack to
me, anyway? “
Yes, I suppose you’
re right.
W e’
ve got to consider these things.”
And so at seven-thirty the next morning,
Billy and Dwight and I waited in D w ight’
s
office for Jack; Dwight having previously
made several phone calls. Dwight hadn’
t said
a word after our visit to him the night before,
and he still w asn’
t saying anything. He sat
examining his hands, square and blunt and
powerful. Billy squirmed on his chair, al
most eagerly, I thought. There was not a
sign of Jack.
“
Do you think he’
ll show, Dwight?”Billy
asked finally.
“
I dunno,”said Dwight. He looked at Billy,
and Billy shifted on his chair.
“
H e’
s stuck his head in the noose this time,”
said Billy. Dwight just looked at his hands,
and then the door opened and Jack came in.
He was dressed in drab pants, perfectly
pressed, and a sweater. If his eyes hadn’
t
kept wandering, flitting from the walls to
the windows and over to the door, he would
have been handsome. I go a different direc
tion—I wished I could stop thinking of that.
Was stealing his notion of going a different
direction? The memory of that slammed
door kept coming back to me, jarring my
memory.
Dwight pressed the tips of his fingers to
gether and stared at them. “
Mr. Cass and
Miss Christy say you were in Miss C h risty’
s
room after school last night, Jack,”he said.
Jack said nothing. He didn’
t seem particu
larly nervous, except for his roving eyes, but
just waiting.
“
That’
s right, isn ’
t it, Jack?”asked Dwight.
“
Yes,”said Jack. His voice was perfectly
even.
Dwight sighed then, and lit a cigarette.
There were tired lines around his mouth and
eyes. “
And then you went through Miss
C h risty’
s purse and stole ten dollars.” Jack
said nothing, and Dwight dragged deeply on
his cigarette. “
That’
s right, too, isn ’
t it,
Jack?”
“
Yes,”said Jack. Billy stirred, crossing his
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legs. The trace of a smile was beginning to
grow on his face.
“
Well,”said Dwight, “
what do you expect
us to do with you this time?”
“
I don’
t know, Mr. Marion,”Jack answered
evenly. “
I guess that’
s something you ’
ll have
to decide.”
“
That’
s no civil answer!”Billy exploded.
“
Don’
t you have any respect for your elders?”
“
Mr. Cass,”said Dwight softly, and Jack
glanced at Billy and away again.
“
I have—some—respect, Mr. Cass,”he said
pointedly. B illy ’
s face was beginning to
pinken beneath his yellow curls, but he
lapsed back into belligerent silence.
“
Do you still have the ten dollars?”asked
Dwight. Jack nodded, and reached into his
: pocket and brought out a bill. He handed
it to Dwight, and Dwight handed it to me.
It wasn’
t the same bill I had had in my purse.
i This was a brand new one, crisp and unworn.
“
Jack,”I said suddenly. “
Why did you do
this?”
He looked uncomfortable for the first time,
and abruptly shoved his hands in his pockets,
I looking at the floor. “
Anybody can use ten
bucks,”he said at last.
I could feel both Dwight and Billy looking
| at me, Billy in pink astonishment, Dwight
[ inscrutable. “
But if you wanted the money,
| surely you could have thought of a—a smarter way! Slamming that door like that! And
you couldn’
t have hurried out of the hall, or
we’
d never have seen you.”
Jack didn’
t answer. Something in his face
seemed to close, and yet something else made
me remember that after all, he was only sixj teen. Poor boy, I thought, and then, why a
I poor boy? He stole my money. What was
the matter with me? I couldn’
t put it all
I together. “
You wanted to be caught!” I
I blurted. “
You wanted us to see you!”
I Jack glanced at Dwight, and Dwight
| crushed out his cigarette abruptly. “
What
I am I going to do with you, boy?”he growled.
What am I going to do with you? One of
I these days you’
re going to pull something
I that nobody can bail you out of. W hat’
s the
I big idea? Are you afraid somebody might
I like you?”

Jack,”Dwight said slowly. “
Y ou’
re going
to have to snap out of this. I know you’
ve
got your troubles. But I’
ve got my troubles
too, and I don’
t go around trying to solve
them by rifling Miss C hristy’
s purse. You
know that, don’
t you, Jack?”
“
Yeah,”Jack said, barely audible.
“So no more track this year. Maybe that’
ll
help you remember.”
“
W e’
ll be sunk for Regionals,” Jack ob
served.
“
That w on’
t kill anybody.”
Billy straightened in his chair. “
Maybe
that’
ll teach you!” he put in righteously.
“
Maybe now you w on’
t be quite so free with
other people’
s belongings!”
Dwight glanced at him. “You two may as
well leave,”he said briefly. “
I think Jack
and I can get it straightened out alone from
here.” The angle of his head dismissed me
with Billy ,and I felt a sudden revulsion. I
looked at B illy ’
s carefully groomed hands,
the signet ring that he guarded so carefully
against the hazards of the shop class, and the
fine gray flannel suit, beginning to protrude
just a little in the rear. There was a queer
little knot in my stomach, and I left the office
hurriedly. I could hear a sputtered burst of
words from Billy and then D w ight’
s voice
cutting in as I shut the door behind me, but
I didn’
t stay to listen, because I had forgotten
my handkerchief and I needed one badly.
On my way to the girls’room I remem
bered the letter from Philadelphia with a
sense of relief.
I avoided Billy throughout the rest of the
day, and I didn’
t stop to ask myself why.
A couple of times he came over to talk to
me, but I managed to be busy with a student
each time.
When three o’
clock came, Jack wasn’
t with
the rest of the juniors. His name was buzzed
all around the room, though. Everybody had
heard the story, and knew his disgrace, but
the real blow was what was at the top of
their conversation. Sandy Butte might as
well stay home from the Regionals now.
And that was all. School was out in two
weeks.
Except that the last day of school, while
I was gathering up odds and ends in the
schoolroom and running over my packing at
home in my mind, wondering what more I

L

I could see Billy looking bewildered, out
of the corner of my eye. Jack looked at his
| feet, his mouth tight at the corners. It
| seemed to me that his face quivered a little.
—
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needed to do before I caught the morning
train for Philadelphia, Alvin came into the
room to see me.
He stood in front of my desk, twisting the
brim of his cowboy hat in his hands, not
grinning for once. “I don’
t suppose w e’
ll be
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seeing you again, Miss Christy,”he said.
“
Probably not, Alvin,”I agreed. Billy Cass
had asked me to write to him, but I had shut
my mind against it.
Alvin scuffed his boot toe against a crack
in the hardwood floor. “
Well—Miss Christy,
I just wanted to—that is, Jack thought you
were pretty nice, you know.”
I stared at him, startled. He looked right
back at me, seriously. “
I don’
t know if you
were real mad at him or not. Because if you
were, don’
t be.”
“
I don’
t understand you,”I said. My throat
felt thick.
“
Yeah, you do,” he said. “
L ook—Jack’
s
different from the rest of us, he—but he
thinks so funny about it. Scared som ebody’
ll
catch on to how different he thinks. So that’
s
why he took your money. And that’
s why he
made sure you caught him.”
“
Because of—”and I remembered the Eng
lish class, and the poem. The irrelevant
thought came to my mind that I never would
have guessed Alvin capable of this expla
nation. But he was always with Jack, I re
membered, even when Jack avoided everyone
else.
“
He was scared for you to know anything
about his—oh, you know, inside.”
“
But that’
s silly!”
“
Sure!” said Alvin. “
But that’
s just the
way he is.” He started for the door. “
So—
don’
t go away mad with him!”
“
Alvin—wait!” I almost ran, following him
to the door. ‘
Will Jack be all right—I
mean—”
Alvin looked down at me seriously. “
Mr.
M arion’
ll take care of him. He understands
him, you know.” And then he was gone, his
boots clumping on the tile floor of the hall.
So that was the end of it. I have never
gone back to Sandy Butte; have never seen
Dwight or any of the others again. I didn’
t
answer B illy ’
s letters, and he only wrote
twice.
And I didn’
t see Jack again, either, except
for those few minutes in the Chicago Ter
minal. I stood there and watched him go
through the crowd, trying to tell Thelma
Danley that I w asn’
t crying, and remember
ing that after all, he had only been sixteen
that year in Sandy Butte, and I was already
twenty-three then.

xrvm r.
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WITH THESE LOW COLLEGE RATES!
□ PLAYBOY II yr rcg $61 ........ $5.00
Q PLAYBOY 12 yr* reg $ 1 1 ) .........9.00
A O TIME (1 yr rcg $7 I .................. 3,87

A H TIME (2 yrsl ......................... 7.00
□ US News and WR (39 w k s ) .......3.67
A O NEWSWEEK (1 yr reg $6) ....... 3.001
A O NEWSWEEK (34 week*) .......... 2.50,

A U LIFE (1 yr reg $5.95) ..............
A O LIFE (2 yr*) ..........................
A O Sport* III. II yr reg $6.75) . . . .
A U SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (2 yr*) ..
□ Harper's Monthly (1 yr reg $6) .
□ Saturday Review (1 yr reg $7) . .
D SATURDAY REVIEW 12 years) ..
□ NEW YORKER (8 mo* reg $5) ..
□ ATLANTIC MONTHLY (8 mos)
A U Arehit Forum (1 yr reg $6.50) ..
y Christian Sci Mon 16 mos) ......

II
II
I

4.00
7.00
4.00
7.50i
3.00
4.00
7.00
3.00 1
3.00
3.25 I
5.50

□ ESQUIRE (8 m os reg $4) .......... 2.001
□ Ladies H ome Jour (23 m os reg $5) 2.88 I
y S a t . Eve. Post (39 wk* reg $4.50) 2.99 1
□ LOOK II yr reg $4) .............. 2.00

□ MADEMOISELLE (1 yr reg $51 ..
□ Good H ousekeeping 12 yrs reg $6)
Q READER'S DIGEST (8 mos) ......
□ SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 11 yr) .

□ The Reporter (1 yr reg $6)
□ New Republic (1 yr reg $8)
Q THE NATION (1 yr reg $8)
□ M anchester Guardian II yr

I

2.501
3.50 I
2.00*
6.00,

...... 4.50 I
. . . . 5.00 I
____ 6.00 1
AIR) 8.001

Q REALITES (1 yr reg $15) ......... 10.00 I
□ GRAPHIS (1 yr reg $15) ......... 11.25 I
Q NY TIMES (Sunday only 1 yr) ..25.00*
Q NY TIMES (Book Review 1 yr) .. 6.501
■ □ AMERICAN HOME (25 mos) ... 3.251
Q A m e r Jour o f M edicine (1 yr) ..10.00 I
p A m e r Jour o f Surgery II yr) ...13.00
□ Art Direction (1 yr reg $6) . . . . 5.001
□ Art News 11 yr reg $11.50 ...... 8.991
Q Arts b Arehit (1 yr reg $5) . . . . 3.00 I
□ Better H om es b Gardens (1 yr) . 3.00 _
I

□ Car b Driver (1 yr reg $ 5 ) ......
□ Changing Times (1 yr) ...........
□ Downbeat (1 yr reg $7) ..........
□ Electronic W orld II yr reg $5) . .

3.00 I
6.001
5.60"
3.00 ■

□ FLYING (1 yr reg $5) ........... 3.001
n FORBES (1 yr reg $7.50) ........ 5.001
A H FORTUNE (1 yr reg $10) ........ 7.50®
□ GLAMOUR (1 yr reg $5) ........ 3.00 b

□ Harper's Bazaar (1 yr reg $5) ..
n Hi-Fidelity (15 m os reg $7) . . . .
n Hi-Fi Stereo Review (1 yr reg $5)
□ HOLIDAY (15 m os reg $7.50) ..
n House Beautiful (2 yrs reg $10)
Q HOUSE b GARDEN (1 yr reg $6)
B A n HOUSE b HOME (1 yr reg $6) . .
I
□ Living 4 Young Hmkrs II yr) ...
■
□ Modern Bride II yr reg $ 3)......
r j McCALL'S (1 year) ................
□ Modern Photography ( ly r r e g $ 4 )
□ Popular Boating (1 yr reg $5) ..
n Popular Electronics (1 yr reg $4)
Q Popular Mech (20 mos reg 5.80)
□ Popular Photography < ly r r e g $ 5 )

I
I
In
I
I

3.001
3.75 I
2.50 "
3.75 ■
6.001
3.50 1
4.50
2.00|
2.00 I
3.00 B
2.00
3.001
2.00 I
2 .9 8 "
2.50-

□ REDBOOK (1 yr) .........
3 001
□ ROAD b TRACK (1 yr rcg $5) ’!! 4.00 I
n SCIENCE DIGEST (1 yr) .......... 3.50®
□ The Second Com ing (15 issues) . 4.00 b
Show Business III (1 year) ...... 7.001
'
0UT 11Vt reg $3.60) . . . . 2.501
O SKI MAGAZINE (2 yrs reg $5) , 3.00®
□ SKIING NEWS (2 yrs reg $5) . . . 3.00 ■
□ SUNSET (2 yrs reg $5) ........... 3.00 B
Q Theatre Arts (9 m os reg $5.65) . 5.00 I
□ Town b Ctry (22 m os rcg 13.75) 8.50
□ TV Guide (44 wks rcg 4.40) . . . . 3.33 B
□ VOGUE (1 yr 20 issues) ......... 5.001
| AORDER NOW, publisher will bill you later I
I STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
| 1743 N. Kcnmorc, Los A ngeles 27, Calif.
I
I Enclosed $------------ Send subscription to: B
I n a m e........ ...............
■address. ..............................
| ei,y ....................

z o n e . . . s ta te ........ I

" * S * ............................ class o f * ____ I

E

new Q g lf t fr o m ...........................
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patrons
These business firms end indi viduels ere the petrons of Venture, end ere responsible for
the ewerds mede in the writing contest this fell.

MONTANA POWER COMPANY
MISSOULA DRUG CO.
HANSEN’
S FAMOUS ICE CREAM FACTORY
MISSOULA MERCANTILE CO.
4B’
S CAFE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS’STORE
THE LAMPLIGHTER
RUDY’
S BOOK STORE
FAIRWAY DRIVE-IN
93 STOP-N-GO DRIVE-IN
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
FOX THEATRE
CHIMNEY CORNER
DIXON AND HOON SHOE CO.
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Venture staff invites letters to the
magazine concerning the fall issue
during winter quarter for publica
tion in that edition.
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H i l l refreshes your taste
_''air-softens,/every puff

menthol fresh
rich tobdCCO tdSte
modern filter too
*

/ ~

/ Gray^5 andthe

c s
fresh green leaves of springtime reflected in a mountain pool . . .

where e,se ean y°u *'nd aJr so refreshing? And where else can you
find smoke as refreshing as Salem's? Special High Porosity paper
" air-sof*ens" every puff. And fine tobaccos make Salem taste rich
as weH as refreshing. Smoke refreshed . . . smoke Salem.
Created by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

